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org/translate	(sorry	about	the	space,	cant	post	links	yet)	I	can't	see	this	phrase	in	the	spanish	translation	on	that	web	(without	quotes):	"Cuando	está	activado,	Blokada	monitorizará	la	conexión	de	internet	y	se	pasará	cuando	tu	dispositivo	esté	desconectado."	Edited:	Anyway,	i've	made	some	changes	already,	thanks.	By	manually	loading/importing
self-built	hosts	file,	or	by	manually	adding	host/url/domain	to	already	exist	hosts	file.	Also	he	can	add	more	hosts	to	block	more	things,	i	think...	How	check	what's	server	ip	(Google	drive	and	HTC	update	:speach)?	app	stability	(otherwise	tasker-related	features	won't	be	very	reliable).	There	will	be	more	differentiating	features	soon,	but	not	yet.	The
optimized	method	does	not	work	for	my	device	though	the	app	says	it	is	supported.	I	have	an	honor	8	with	Android	7.	I'm	running	Stock	7.0	on	the	HTC	10	with	the	Optimized	Method	*Edit*	This	is	odd,	I	did	a	power	off	and	let	it	sit	there	for	a	couple	minutes	than	powered	the	phone	back	on	and	left	it	alone	while	I	responded	to	some	work	stuff.	Every
time	I	switch	between	WiFi	and	4g	it	stops.	On	my	commute	home	there	are	a	couple	of	spots	on	the	transit	corridor	where	reception	cuts,	Blokada	went	down	after	reconnecting	to	the	mobile	network	LTE	connection.	So	stay	tuned.	Both	mechanisms	are	available	exactly	because	each	has	its	own	pros	and	cons.	But	since	I	would	like	to	adblock
automatically	in	certain	situations,	is	there	a	way	to	trigger	blokada	via	Tasker?	Your	first	report	is	indeed	a	bug	and	will	be	fixed.	Reactions:	kar	This	feature	request	is	already	in	the	ideas	forum.	2.3	Flaming	/	Lack	of	respect:	XDA	is	about	sharing	and	this	does	not	involve	virtual	yelling	(flaming)	or	rudeness.	Try	to	restart	your	phone	and	retry.
Please	Solve	the	problem.	How	much	time	did	you	give	it	to	"warm	up"?	But	it	worked	perfectly	on	my	old	Nexus	6.	DNS66	works	fine	so	this	really	puzzles	me.	Thanks	for	the	ideas.	By	the	moment	it's	working	well.	Any	ideas?	I	can't	reproduce	any	of	the	annoying	problems	from	1.2.3,	and	I'm	trying	real	hard	.	Any	update	regarding	Tasker-support
(start/stop	service)	yet	Nope,	although	I	was	actually	thinking	about	this	feature	recently	again,	and	I'll	definitely	implement	it	as	soon	as	I	can	since	I	think	it's	an	awesome	idea.	Is	there	a	way	to	fix	that?	Regards	Yep	I	did,	thanks	for	making	a	video,	it	really	helps	While	waiting	on	2.0.3,	I	have	some	more	results.	I'm	testing	the	app	on	a	OnePlus	3t
with	the	official	ROM.	Keep	your	great	work!	Reactions:	kar	@paul678,	@bbsnick	thanks	for	those	reports	and	feedback,	much	appreciated.	@blokada	Reactions:	kar	Hi,	can	this	do	YouTube	ads?	my	mobile	lg	v10,	MM	6.0.	any	settings	to	change?.	Any	idea	what	I	can	do	to	get	it	running?	Must	be	some	Sony	tracking	bull****	that	tries	to	connect
every	few	seconds	if	it	doesn't	get	an	answer.	Reactions:	kar	Still	can't	get	Blokada	to	work	on	my	BLU	Life	One	X2.	Also,	could	be	nice	to	add	shortcut	actions	when	long	pressing	the	app's	icon	on	android	7.1,	and/or	adding	a	quick	settings	tile	to	toggle	notifications	on/off	(instead	of	opening	the	app	each	time)?	2.2	Nudity:	XDA	is	used	by	people	of
all	ages,	including	minors.	When	I	go	to	sideload,	I	keep	hammering	the	install	button	but	nothing	happens.	so	does	this	app	basically	turns	on	vpn	24/7?	Can't	get	this	to	work	on	Pixel	XL	7.1.2	Could	you	describe	what's	exactly	happening	when	you	try	to	activate	Blokada?	Reactions:	paul678,	MIKEMON,	romeo_coi	and	5	others	this	blocks	ads	on
youtube	as	well?	Maybe	he's	spelling	the	app	name	wrong?	To	which	I	made	a	rule	to	start	Blokada,	which	worked.	Yes,	definitely.	App	does	NOT	start	at	all	in	all	that	time,	open	App,	something	went	wrong	message,	then	starts	up.	Had	to	activate	manually.	Same	issue	here	for	me.	Page	19	Which	is	Blokada	Classic	and	which	is	Blokada	Origin?
Thanks	in	advice	Inviato	dal	mio	SM-G930F	utilizzando	Tapatalk	However	when	you	refresh	the	page,	the	VPN	icon	appears	in	the	bar	and	ads	are	gone.	Could	you	take	some	screenshots	so	I	can	understand	what's	exactly	happening?	Reactions:	kar	phew,	so	much	to	answer	@jerryn70	thanks	for	really	detailed	testing	of	the	hosts	issue.	Enviado
desde	mi	X98	Plus	mediante	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Kills	the	private	internet	access	app	so	I	had	to	uninstall.	I	really	want	to	know	what	is	polluting	her	phone	so	much,	as	we	both	have	basic	apps	and	no	fancy	no	crappy	apps.	Website	works!	Feel	free	to	use	the	donate	link	Any	help	on	certain	custom	host	files	not	working(like	that	of	adgaurd,etc)?
Reactions:	kar	I	do	not	know	where	the	problem	is.	Reactions:	kar	Thanks	@EViollet,	that	was	real	quick	You	haven't	added	yourself	into	credits	if	I	remember	correctly,	you	definitely	should	))	I'm	using	it	for	a	few	days	now	and	I'm	liking	it,	mainly	because	it	seems	that	it	does	not	increase	the	battery	consumption	significantly.	Thank	you!	I'll	give	the
fdroid	version	a	try	as	well.	EDIT:	Blokada	is	cool.	I've	seen	some	devices	being	quite	lazy	with	sending	the	"boot"	event	to	apps.	It	is	working	great.	If	you	tap	it,	does	the	number	change?	But	while	we	have	this	other	notification	it	doesn't	matter.	Pretty	annoying	to	be	honest.	All	seem	to	be	working	pretty	good.	So	far,	it	has	blocked	40k	ads
compared	to	13k	on	my	phone	Lenovo	K4	note.	Must	be	more	shoppers	online	than	tech	junkies?	The	phone	goes	off	the	charger	and	on	right	first	thing	when	I	get	up,	and	with	the	exception	of	checking	the	weather	and	the	music	starting	when	headphones	go	in,	I	don't	touch	it	till	I	get	to	the	subway.	None?	I	only	have	two	lists	enabled.	Sent	from
my	Samsung	Galaxy	S8+	using	Tapatalk	I	have	tested	on	Samsung	7	and	LGG3...one	of	them	is	soon	to	go	on	my	V20	soon	too.	Reactions:	SKYEx3	and	kar	A	perfect	ad	blocking	app.	But	since	latest	update	some	ads	are	showing	up	within	other	apps	again.	Could	you	name	them?	Should	be	working	already	though!	on	1.2.2	I	still	am	unable	to
download	anything	from	Google	Drive	and	I	have	to	keep	re-activating	the	Blokada	VPN.	am	I	missing	something	or	does	it	just	simply	not	blocking	everything?	I	am	still	trying	to	figure	out	what	the	Firewall	actually	does.	Reactions:	kar	And	could	You	please	add	Vietnames	and	Chinese	(Simplified)	to	the	translation?	There's	one	thing	I've	noticed
though.	2.5	All	members	are	expected	to	read	and	adhere	to	the	XDA	rules.	Reactions:	kar	Hi,	Found	this	in	F-droid	today	and	thought	it	might	be	useful	to	have	a	look	at.	I	did	say	"filter	lists	from".	Reactions:	kar	Love	the	app.	Sent	from	my	Google	Pixel	using	XDA	Labs	Reactions:	Fr3d_	and	kar	I	have	new	problem	with	version	2.0.4.	Before	two-
three	hours	app	don'	t	block	ads.	Again,	thanks	for	your	feedback	and	all	your	points	have	been	noted	I'm	still	not	able	to	use	Blokada	on	my	home	wifi	network.	Reactions:	kar	Try	rebooting	the	phone	and	run	the	application	again,	it	should	by	using	Reactions:	kar	How	do	we	white	list	an	app?	Are	you	aware	that	Blokada	blocks	?	you	right	I'm	also
using	it	with	a	Redmi	Note	4	(with	MIUI	8.5)	and	I	don't	think	you'll	ever	see	the	key	icon	in	this	device.	Reactions:	kar	Of	course!	Added	just	now.	Gmail	version	7.6.18.160170480.release;	Blokada	version	1.2.3	Reactions:	kar	Hello,	I	have	recently	realized	that,	when	Blokada	is	active,	I	cannot	fetch	any	PDF	attachment	from	Gmail	(haven't	tried	with
other	file	formats,	images	included	in	the	mail	display	normally).	This	is	how	I	did	it	on	my	Samsung	device.	I	have	a	oneplus	3	and	was	using	a	different	rom	before	(aosp	based),	and	would	always	show	that	it	blocked	so	many	ads	until	I	restarted	the	phone	and	the	count	would	revert	to	0.	Well	developed	-	thank	you!	Reactions:	kar	Working	perfect
this	app,	now	im	choose	blokada	than	adaway	for	block	ads	Thanks	for	great	job	Note	:	if	not	use	this	app	u	must	turn	off	because	make	u	battery	drain	so	fast	like	a	hell	:laugh:	Last	edited:	Jan	3,	2017	Reactions:	kar	@blokada,	usually	everyday	night	i	switch	off	my	mobile	and	reboot	in	the	morning.	However	detection	still	seems	to	be	spotty	when
using	just	data.	Which	is	Blokada	Classic	and	which	is	Blokada	Origin?	I'm	getting	the	same	behavior	on	my	S8+	after	updating	from	1.2.1	to	1.2.3.	I	think	toggling	airplane	mode	or	switching	from	wifi	to	4G	can	cause	the	app	to	be	stuck	in	the	"paused"	state	and	not	automatically	start	back	up.	Reactions:	kar	After	2	days	of	use	I	have	to	mention	the
following:	The	program	works	equally	well	in	wifi	and	in	mobile	networks.	Reactions:	kar	I	moved	to	Adhell	just	because	it's	available	on	a	Samsung	phone.	Today	so	far,	I	toggled	Keep	Alive	on	and	it's	still	running,	gonna	have	to	idle	it	for	a	stretch	this	afternoon	to	see	if	memory	management	is	the	cause	since	toggling	in	and	out	of	Battery	Saving
doesn't	kill	the	app	at	all	with	subsequent	testing.	Isn't	a	block	through	root	more	efficient?	Everything	is	OK	yesterday	and	some	are	not	blocking	today.	I	should	try	with	a	smaller	but	effective	hosts	file	next	to	see	if	this	persists.	I	restarted	the	app	and	I	was	able	to	access	the	internet	again.	Same	error.	Other	apps	like	email	and	Twitter	can't
connect	either.	Or	only	use	one?	Page	24	What	happens	if	we	use	blacklist	on	"one	in	blacklist".	Last	edited:	May	21,	2017	I've	just	started	testing	Blokada,	and	it	looks	very	promising	so	far!	Nice	and	simple	interface,	ad	blocking	works	great.	The	Unified	list	and	HpHosts.	I	only	can	see	the	front	page	of	the	app,	no	detailed	settings	Reactions:	kar
Blokada	does	not	start	at	boot	on	a	Nokia	6,	even	if	selected	in	the	app	settings	to	do	so.	However	I	had	tried	that	suggestion.	I	have	some	issues	with	the	app.	Plus,	in	the	next	version	I'll	add	the	"whitelist	all	system	apps"	option	so	you	won't	have	to	bother.	you	are	using	the	optimized	blocking	only),	use	the	first	link.	Reactions:	kar	Page	21	Thanks
for	updating:good:	Reactions:	kar	Keep	alive	and	online	only	is	ON	but	after	15	minutes	of	sleep	blokada	is	not	working	.	Reactions:	kar	This	able	to	block	Pandora	adds?	Reactions:	kar	and	Sgace	The	app	works	fine	with	me.	Notification	and	vpn	icon	still	shows	but	ad	is	not	blocking	3,	Take	long	time	to	reconnect	.	Block	this	is	maintained,	recently
dev	of	block	this	released	new	version	before	some	days	on	www.block-this.com	Reactions:	kar	Thanks	for	the	fast	response.	I	just	considered	44mb	in	seven	days	to	be	a	little	excessive.	Reactions:	kar	Nice	update	.	I'm	using	2.2.2	version	with	online	off	BTW	Enviado	desde	mi	LG-H870DS	mediante	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Which	version	have	you
tested	and	what	mobile	are	you	using??	and	it`s`	Sunday	when	everyone	must	relax	and	enjoy	the	free	XDA	goodies	...	Blokada	stops	working	if	the	phone	kept	idel	for	5	mins	.	Last	edited:	Aug	6,	2017	Reactions:	kar	@howlingmoon12,	definitely,	please	do	and	report	back	your	experiences.	I	already	filed	a	bug	report	on	this.	Reactions:	kar	Thanks	for
amazing	feedback	so	far!	It's	very	motivating.	What	does	that	mean?	It's	a	pretty	handy	feature	Reactions:	kar	I	like	this	app	and	I	appreciate	the	simplicity.	A	question	only,	is	there	any	way	to	hide	the	padlock	icon	from	the	status	bar?	Reactions:	kar	Its	ok	,	i	uninstall	and	reinstall	.	See	screenshot	If	you	are	going	to	maintain	2	different	versions	then
try	to	give	seperate	names,	so	that	users	won't	get	confused.	Thanks!	Just	in	case	if	you	find	such	a	list,	post	a	link	here	hi	all,	first	of	all	I	have	to	say	that	this	app	is	absolutely	fantastic,	hence	thanks	a	lot	to	all	developers!	On	my	LG	G6	(H870)	stock	with	up-to-date	firmware,	blokada	from	time	to	time	loses	some	entry	from	the	whitelist	(at	moment	I
have	30	entries).	I	hope	this	will	attract	many	contributions	Reactions:	mazubo,	redkyng,	EViollet	and	2	others	@paul678,	@bbsnick	thanks	for	those	reports	and	feedback,	much	appreciated.	3.	See	my	edit	above,	all	good	now.	Which	device	are	you	testing	on	this	time?	Had	some	problems	recently,	with	the	app	seemingly	stopping	and	closing	for	no
reason.	Reactions:	kar	Will	give	this	a	try.	I'll	keep	you	guys	updated.	Reactions:	kar	One	thing	I	would	like	to	be	able	to	is	make	exceptions	on	a	per	app	basis.	Can't	even	access	this	forum	if	it's	on	Thanks!	I'll	use	your	help	for	sure	Check	this	link:	What	is	your	device	model	and	Android	version?	You	may	need	to	whitelist	several	hosts.	Does	it	work
on	the	Note	8?	Unless	you	like	living	on	the	edge,	you	may	wanna	stay	out	of	2.0	for	some	time	More	info	on	the	Blokada	Blog.	Reactions:	kar	Here	is	the	error	message	I	got	while	using	my	genie	app	Note	:	I'm	not	connected	to	the	guest	account	.	For	example	if	I	leave	the	default	"unified	hosts"	file	enabled	[35442	hosts]	and	then	enable	the
"HpHosts	ads"	file	[47914	hosts]	it	should	add	up	to	a	total	of	83356	hosts	but	the	app	says	77333	hosts.	But	when	it	doesn't,	I	seriously	don't	know	any	other	way	to	get	the	app	to	work	other	than	uninstalling-reinstalling	it	or	rebooting	completely.	It	always	automatically	reconnects	if	I	disable	it	in	vpn	settings	Another	disadvantage	of	this	app	is,	it
works	to	well.	Reactions:	kar	Ok	guys	some	updates,	I	went	through	all	the	feedback	so	far	(also	outside	of	this	forum)	and	updated	the	bug	tracker.	On	initial	opening	after	a	boot	up,	I'm	seeing	the	"device	is	disconnected:	message	too.	In	Xperia	the	notification	icon	is	placed	in	the	right	edge	on	status	bar,	which	of	pretty	cool.	Hmm...	It	doesn't	block
Youtube	ads	and	also	Google's	sticky	ads.	Thanks	Will	have	look.	Last	edited:	Dec	16,	2016	Reactions:	kar	@cdysthe	Test	you	ipv6	when	your	connected	to	your	wifi	.	I	also	tired	AdGuard	and	it	works	fine.	Please	don't	direct	profanity,	sexually	explicit	language	or	other	offensive	content	toward	Members	or	their	work.	In	3	days	since	I	announced
translations	support,	we	got	full	Spanish	and	Czech,	with	German	and	French	moving	along,	and	hopefully	soon	Portuguese	too.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	and	mattkroeder	Using	version	2.2.2	on	a	fully	stock	Pixel	XL	with	Oreo	installed	I've	noticed	Blokada	using	a	bit	of	background	data.	Last	edited:	Jul	25,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Been	way	the	last	couple
of	days	and	come	back	to	a	new	release!	Will	post	any	issues	(if	any)	once	I've	had	a	couple	days	usage	on	my	phone!	One	thing	I	did	notice	was	for	1.2.3,	if	I	left	my	phone	idle	for	some	time,	Memory	Management	killed	Blokada.	I	got	the	notice	that	an	upgrade	was	availible,	but	I	ha	e	not	been	able	to	install	it.	Reactions:	kar	I	haven't	searched
through	this	entire	thread	but	I	am	having	trouble	downloading	anything	from	my	Google	drive	account	with	Blokada	enabled,	WiFi	or	cellular.	Haven't	noticed	an	impact	on	battery	from	any	of	them.	Yes	you	should	be	able	to	create	ftp	server.	I	am	using	an	S7Edge,	stock	sprint	build	NRD90M.G935PVPS4BQG1.	@ninjanmizuki	yeah	the	local	hosts
file	is	not	a	commonly	used	feature,	I	admit	it	may	not	be	very	well	performing	yet.	-g	Reactions:	kar	Hi	guys,	I	wanted	to	update	you	that	I	just	finished	setting	up	the	translation	system,	and	it's	pretty	cool.	Reactions:	kar	I	guess	I've	found	a	bug	(2.0.2	version).	Is	there	a	way	of	enabling	youtube	watch	history?	Sent	from	my	ONEPLUS	A3003	using
Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Aug	19,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Thank	you	for	the	update.	Reactions:	kar	I'm	getting	the	same	behavior	on	my	S8+	after	updating	from	1.2.1	to	1.2.3.	I	think	toggling	airplane	mode	or	switching	from	wifi	to	4G	can	cause	the	app	to	be	stuck	in	the	"paused"	state	and	not	automatically	start	back	up.	Since	whitelsiting	apps	is	not
possible	yet,	is	there	any	way	to	find	out	what	is	blocked?	One	other	tiny	thing	I've	noticed	(nit-picking	at	this	stage)	is	the	hosts	numbers	don't	seem	to	match	up	or	add	up	correctly	in	the	app.	Last	edited:	Mar	14,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Really	great	app	and	a	very	good	work.	What	about	privacy	using	a	VPN	AdBlocker?	And	if	you	need	any	help	for
testing	reporting	improvements	feel	free	to	pm	me	:fingers-crossed:	Last	edited:	Dec	11,	2016	Reactions:	kar	I	am	only	able	to	get	Blokada	to	work	when	on	carrier	data	but	not	on	Wi-Fi.	When	on	Wi-Fi	I	get	block	notifications	but	an	error	in	the	browser	saying	the	site	won't	resolve.	Last	edited:	Aug	2,	2017	I	test	2.0.2	with	Android	TV	Box	and	it	do
great,	thank	for	your	work	Reactions:	kar	I	realize	that	Blokada	runs	as	a	VPN.	I	see.	Couple	of	things	i've	noticed:	-	Number	of	ads	blocked	-	This	gets	reset	upon	reboot,	is	this	normal?	Arguably	a	stupid	decision	of	mine,	since	it	adds	up	phrases	to	translate.	You	can	add	some	app	to	the	whitelist	so	the	ad	blocker	won't	block	some	links.	Running
Android	7.0	on	LG	G6.	Of	course	it	would,	the	Blokada	app	creates	a	"Local"	VPN	to	filter	the	ads,	which	means	if	you	have	any	other	VPN	running	they'd	be	killed.	Also	can	I	create	an	FTP	server	with	Blokada	on??	Running	Pixel	XL,	7.1.1.	Great	job!	Last	edited:	Jan	29,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Page	4	Nexus	6p	purenexus....	Check	yours	I	tried	to	disable
IPv6	on	my	Netgear	Nighthawk	R7000	but	Blokada	still	doesn't	work.	I	just	need	it	to	be	stable...which	all	appear	to	be	and	block	ads.	What	lists	would	you	recommend	enabling?	However	I've	noticed	the	following	inconsistent	behavior:	1.	but	mostly	it	gets	back	on	normal	when	the	users	comply	to	this	rule	below	2.	Reactions:	kar	Can't	get	it	to
install	on	my	S7	edge	(not	rooted).	I	hope	this	will	be	corrected	in	near	future.	Can	he	find	it	on	the	list?	I'm	using	blokada	on	my	Teclast	x98	(android	4.4.2)	and	on	my	LG	G6	(android	7),	on	my	wife's	Moto	4G	plus	(android	6),	without	any	issues...	So	far	so	good,	I	haven't	noticed	any	problems	as	of	right	now.	I	started	blokada	and	at	that	moment	I
got	the	error	that	the	app	stopped	working.	When	dealing	with	any	member,	provide	them	with	guidance,	advice	and	instructions	when	you	can,	showing	them	respect	and	courtesy.	Reactions:	kar	thnx	for	the	fast	reply.	2.	That	rom	might	of	no	had	the	latest	security	patch	bc	the	rom	hadn't	been	updated	when	I	switched	to	the	new	rom.	Update:	I'm
now	on	my	work	Wi-Fi	network	and	Blokada	works	so	this	problem	has	to	do	with	my	Netgear	based	home	network.	Thanks,	Reactions:	kar	She	is	using	Sony	Xperia	C5	ultra	dual	and	I	have	installed	this.	It	just	blocks	all	connections.	Sometimes	it	never	ask	me	anything	is	stuck	at	trying	to	activate.	It's	working	well	on	portrait	mode.	@kar	1.	Maybe
like	ad	block	or	other	stuff	I	add	white	list	www	or	IP.	You're	most	likely	to	receive	a	helpful	answer	to	your	question,	if	you	use	a	short	subject	title	that	describes	your	problem	and	a	message	that	explains	in	detail,	what	your	problem	is	and	what	you've	done	to	try	solving	it.	Best	ad	blocker	!!!	Thank	a	lot	!	Page	25	You	don't	need	to	add	filters	to
"Link"	(not	Host,	this	is	just	for	single	domains),	go	black	list,	add	and	scroll	down	to	add	one	or	some	that	is	showing	there.	Reactions:	kar	Zomato	lastest	app	does	not	work	when	blokada	is	running.	Only	IPv4	has	been	tested	so	far,	so	this	is	most	likely	the	problem.	10	minutes?!	Thats	quite	a	stretch....I	wouldn't	call	it	a	boot	after	10	minutes
personally.	I	tried	to	turn	off	notifications	in	app,	in	app	settings,	in	Miui	settings,	but	there	is	always	notification	info	in	notification	space...	Warranty	won't	be	an	issue	though.	I	do	not	have	a	problem.	Last	edited:	May	20,	2017	Page	8	Any	Discussion	about	privacy?	Or	i	understood	it	wrong	Reactions:	kar	Guys	please,	calm	down.	Now	I	have
AutomateIt,	which	does	start.	is	there	Anything	you	can	do	about	that?	I'll	give	feedback	soon	as	to	my	thoughts	about	it.	Add	cuts	internet	speed	in	half.	@kar	Thats	correct,	when	the	connection	cuts	off,	Bloakada	disables	itself	but	doesn't	turn	back	on,	Usually	it	happens	while	I'm	away	from	the	phone	or	listening	to	music	on	my	commute,	so	it's
about	an	hour	at	max	before	I	noticed	it	and	re-enable.	I	have	a	decent	phone	plan	so	for	me	it's	not	a	problem.	a	fix	coming	up	shortly.	I'm	starting	using	this	app.	However,	those	can't	be	easylist/abp	types	of	lists,	because	those	simply	cannot	be	supported	in	a	VPN	based	DNS	ad	blocker.	Reactions:	kar	Not	sure	if	there	is	any	changes/progress
being	made,	but	I	do	know	I	mentioned	to	him	on	Twitter	that	I	was	testing	it	against	DNS66	and	he	did	ask	how	I	was	liking	it,	so	he	must	be	active	in	some	capacity.	Check	box	to	whitelist.	Pixel	xl	It's	a	known	issue,	happens	only	when	using	Optimized	blocking.	how	does	it	affect	speed	and	battery?	My	apologies	for	asking	a	noob	question,	will	this
app	install	on	a	rooted	device?	Reactions:	kar	This	is	a	great	app.	Privacy	Policy?	Optimized	or	standard	blocking?	Reactions:	kar	I	have	been	testing	DNS66,	Blockada	as	well	as	AdGuard	on	a	couple	different	devices.	I	have	to	consciously	open	the	app	and	when	I	do,	sometimes	I	will	get	a	pop	up	several	seconds	later	asking	me	if	I	trust	the	app	and
run	it.	Probably	getting	paused	as	soon	as	phone	goes	into	sleep	mode.	Otherwise,	there	are	two	in-app	switches,	for	ad-blocked	notifications,	and	for	the	keep-alive	notification,	which	you	can	both	turn	off.	Hope	after	the	next	bug	fix	version,	this	app	will	becom	open	source.	I	got	a	Oneplus	3t	with	Oxygen	OS	4.1.3	Reactions:	kar	Edit:	Sorry	got	it
figured.	It's	amazing	with	such	diversity,	more	people	either	don't	know	about	these	great	apps,	or	worse,	choose	to	ignore	them.	This	was	with	the	App	toggled	for	Power	Optimization	in	the	HTC	10	Settings,	I	ran	a	couple	days	with	it	toggled	as	Unoptimized	and	it	persisted	fine,	but	battery	just	hit	rock	bottom	with	that	for	some	reason.	From	V1.0
on	G+	to	the	current	state!!	Great	work!	Nice	to	see	it	has	been	open-sourced	recently.	Does	it	fix	itself	if	you	wait	say,	30	seconds?	It	can	generate	list	of	all	apps	from	your	phone.	Some	times	the	shield	is	greedy	or	red	but	it's	still	connected	via	vpn.	But	what	are	the	benefits	over	AdAway,	which	I	use	with	root	access?	To	be	honest,	I	think	I	am
overworking	Blokada.	Note	that	while	I	do	not	know	exactly	what's	failing	yet	in	your	case,	the	retry-reconnect	behavior	of	Blokada	is	now	much	more	robust,	so	even	if	something	fails,	it	should	recover.	Could	you	not	add	the	OPENVPN	to	your	Whitelist?	Battery	wise	and	performance	wise.	Could	you	understand	the	bug?	help	plz?	Thank-you	"Live
long	and	prosper"	Reactions:	kar	I	can't	download	Speech	recognition	to	HTC	Speach	on	HTC	10.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	No	but	If	you	install	it	via	Aptoide	or	Amazon	App	Store,	updates	will	arrive	automatically.	Thanks	for	the	feedback	guys,	as	I	said	I	expect	some	things	will	need	to	be	ironed	out	for	2.0,	it's	a	big	rewrite	internally.	5,	Battery
consumption	is	still	not	fixed	#	Problem	with	MX	Player	How	to	reproduce	:	Turn	ON	Blokada	Turn	OFF	wifi/mobile	data	Turn	ON	mobile	data/wifi	Open	MX	player	-	showing	ads	Minimize	Mx	player	Clear	it	from	recent	tab	Open	MX	player	-	Ads	blocked	Device	:	Moto	X	Play	OS	:	marshmallow	6.0.1	Not	rooted	Blokada	version	:	2.1	Settings	:
optimized	blocking	I	can	confirm	everything	mentioned	here	with	the	latest	Blokada-slim	version.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	Blocks	everything,	depending	on	application	settings	Keep	alive	toggle	is	greyed	out	for	me.	Is	this	something	you	can	look	into?	There's	a	switch	coming	in	the	next	version	so	you	can	disable	it	if	you	don't	want	it.	Good	idea,	but	it
doesn't	seem	to	help.	So	feel	free	to	propose	yours,	I	will	add	it,	no	app	update	needed.	Mine	says	"Connecting	to	VPN	using	Blokada".	If	it's	red	and	tapping	the	shield	doesn't	do	anything.	It	would	be	great	to	that	you've	kept	it	this	way,	no	one	(willingly)	wants	to	go	through	an	unknown	or	slow	dns	server!	I	think	giving	people	the	option	of	both	is
the	best	way	I	reckon.	No	functional	difference	here,	it's	just	a	UI.	Blokada	always	showing	no	ads	blocked?	Wouldn't	be	hard	to	implement,	I	just	have	more	important	things	to	work	on,	maybe	someone	would	like	to	make	the	first	ever	Blokada	code	contribution	?	Is	it	0?	Last	edited:	Jun	11,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Hi,	there	is	no	Czech	for	translation
Thanks	for	adding	and	doing	great	work	The	translation	is	almost	done,	some	fixes	and	everything	will	be	perfect	Great	thanks	for	everything	Reactions:	kar	Can	u	please	open	for	portuguese	(brazil),	so	i	can	help	with	translation?	The	only	think	that	doesn't	work	is	ipv6.	Version	1.2.2	with	optimized	blocking	does	NOT	blocking	the	downloads	from
Google	Drive	(Stock	Android	5.1.1	on	Nexus4).	I've	been	testing	your	app	for	a	few	days	now	and	with	the	exception	of	a	few	minor	issues	it	has	been	great.	But	yes,	using	a	local	hosts	file	is	a	good	option	as	well.	I	have	the	same	settings	as	before	and	have	tried	uninstall/reinstall	but	no	change.	Hope	it	helps	you...	We	all	know	that	in	configuration
option	&	blacklist	option,	it	contains	host	file	collections.	I'll	have	it	running	and	look	later	to	find	it	has	shutdown	by	itself	and	I	have	to	start	it	up	again.	I	don't	understand	on	why	to	whitelist	adaway..	You	can	add	links	to	lists	too.	Could	you	not	add	the	OPENVPN	to	your	Whitelist?	It	should	be	a	matter	of	the	next	2	weeks,	but	I'm	having	some
personal	stuff	to	deal	with	atm	so	there	may	be	a	delay.	Feeling	very	confused	that	my	traffic	goes	over	unknown	Sources.	I'm	running	a	Linux-based	adblocker	at	home	(Pi-Hole),	so	I'd	like	to	disable	Blokada	whenever	I'm	connected	to	my	home	WiFi.	Tasker	integration	would	make	this	very	easy.	It's	as	though	it	doesn't	like	me	setting	multiple	hosts
files	to	be	active	at	once.	It	seems	all	right.	Similarly,	device	model	and	Android	version?	@c3scr33	Battery	saving	options	may	affect	if	Blokada	gets	killed	or	not.	While	using	blokada	&	dn66	my	netgear	genie	app	won't	connect.	Help	is	greatly	appreciated!	Reactions:	howlingmoon12,	coolloser,	Sgace	and	1	other	person	I'm	currently	verifying
translations	(as	much	as	I'm	able	to	).	Reactions:	kar	Thanks,	that	could	already	be	interesting,	although	so	far	I	have	no	apps	not	working	due	to	AdAway.	Awesome	app	10	out	of	5	stars.	I've	been	toying	around	with	rooting	a	GS4.	When	I	open	the	app	to	tick	which	hosts	files	I	want	active	in	the	blacklist	and	then	reboot	the	phone,	it	reverts	to	its
default	setting	of	having	only	the	default	"Unified	hosts	file"	active.	I	think	host	file	was	not	fetched	to	the	device	that	may	be	the	problem.	So	far	its	been	consistent	within	2	minutes	of	when	I	can	see	the	clock	on	the	lockscreen.	Yeah	it's	a	known	issue	with	some	apps.	Reactions:	kar	2.0.4	is	looking	good	so	far.	Legacy	contains	optimized	and
standard	blocking	----------	Post	added	at	05:58	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	05:19	PM	----------	@Kar	after	few	hours	of	using,	blokada	stopped	ad	blocking	.	This	has	to	wait	a	bit	though.	This	would	allow	the	connection	to	go	through.	Very	professionally	made	interface,	easy	to	use	but	under	the	hood	has	all	the	necessary	stuff.	This	is	coming.	3,	yes
key	icon	was	there	and	it	was	also	showing	blocked	notification.	The	other	ones	either	cost	money	or	didn't	work	at	all	for	me	Google	Pixel	latest	June	7.1.2	OTA	Reactions:	kar	Can	i	translate	into	Czech?	Question	to	the	OP	is	this	app	supports	ipv4	and	ipv6	?	The	app	was	unable	to	load	my	hosts	file	properly	and	failed	to	block	any	ads.	The	current
option	for	Non-ROOT	users	is	to	use	a	Local	VPN	that	filters	the	content	before	it's	displayed	to	you.	Reactions:	kar	Question:	How	do	I	know	that	my	device	supports	optimized	blocking?	Try	flipping	the	online	only	switch.	All	I	want	is	a	generic	or	near-'naked'	Android	6	but	it	would	appear	that	instead	of	dealing	with	vendor	or	carrier	bloat,	when
going	to	root	option,	there's	those	who	have	apparently	compiled	and	troubleshooted	the	builds	to	consider.	I	have	telegram,	Play,	Tapatalk	(because	I	am	premium	and	I	've	got	not	spam	on	it),	nova	launcher,	and	others	apps	on	the	white	list...	Worked	for	me	awhile	back.	When	I	disable	Blokada,	I	can	fetch	them	normally.	Also,	is	it	possible	to	re-
activate	Blokada	as	soon	as	the	OpenVPN-connection	gets	closed?	Just	to	confirm	a	few	things:	2.0.4-origin	or	2.0.4-origin-slim?	So	about	1-2	hours	on	average	that	blokada	doesnt	start	at	all	Reactions:	kar	Great	thanks	for	the	update	we	are	going	to	test:good:	10	minutes?!	Thats	quite	a	stretch....I	wouldn't	call	it	a	boot	after	10	minutes	personally.	5.
DNS66,	which	I	tried	first	(but	found	Blokada	much	nicer),	also	didn't	start.	thnx	EDIT:	nvm	found	the	answer..	Unless	something	fundamentally	changes	in	how	VPN	works,	this	probably	won't	be	feasible	for	people	to	also	use	their	own	VPN	+	an	app	to	block	the	ads	in	applications.	Yes,	I'll	add	such	features	like	other	app	compatibility	later,	but
probably	not	anytime	soon.	This	app	is	awesome...I	don't	test	AppGuard	but	the	first	hour	of	using	your	app,	I'm	speechless.	meow	meow	debate	instead	of	constructive	feedback	and	discussion,	I	must	clean	a	bit	and	explain	why	...	test-ipv6.com	And	sent	me	screenshot	.	Reactions:	kar	Reactions:	kar	Page	12	using	2.0	on	stock	kitkat	with	Verizon.
Please	state	your	device	model	and	Android	version.	Even	at	home	on	my	wifi	all	day	and	just	noticed	it	was	not	running.	On	weekends	I	do	the	same,	but	I	go	have	breakfest	and	do	some	chores	around	the	house.	Sent	from	my	SM-G950F	using	XDA	Labs	You	don't	need	to	add	filters	to	"Link"	(not	Host,	this	is	just	for	single	domains),	go	black	list,	add
and	scroll	down	to	add	one	or	some	that	is	showing	there.	In	the	event	that	this	doesn't	work,	there	could	potentially	be	a	conflict	with	your	OpenVPN	and	Blokada.	You	can	find	the	label	filter	in	the	sidebar	(screenshot	attached).	Blokada	bug	tracker	The	issue	with	Netgear	you	are	experiencing	is	tracked	here:	.	Page	17	Of	course	it	would,	the
Blokada	app	creates	a	"Local"	VPN	to	filter	the	ads,	which	means	if	you	have	any	other	VPN	running	they'd	be	killed.	Damn,	hours	of	googling	and	there	really	isn't	an	answer	for	this	anywhere.	thanks	for	any	consideration	on	the	matter	Reactions:	MIKEMON	and	kar	@kar	Thanks	for	spending	the	time	working	on	this.	Very	friendly	UI	for	those	who
are	inexperienced.	Last	edited:	Jul	26,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Initially	had	2.0	running	with	the	Keep	Alive	toggled	off.	Gmail	version	7.6.18.160170480.release;	Blokada	version	1.2.3	Same	here.	1.2.3	still	fails	to	stay	running	for	me.	I	have	to	open	the	app	and	it'll	start	up.	I	hope	I'll	get	around	addressing	the	networking	code	in	a	big	way	soon.	They
seem	keen	to	put	their	mark	on	the	builds	not	unlike	the	carriers	or	vendors	I	guess	that's	standard	human	instinct	to	want	to	get	acknowledgement	of	effort.	Thanks	for	a	great	ad	blocker,	blokada.	Reactions:	kar	Great	app,	the	battery	drain	on	my	Note	8	is	lot	less	compared	to	ad	guard!	Well	done!	Question,	how	can	I	change	the	language
manually?	Last	edited:	Mar	17,	2017	Reactions:	kar	How	does	Blokada	differ	from	Block	This?	(French	is	already	done!)	!	Yeah!.	I	hope	this	will	attract	many	contributions	Download	link	is	not	working	Reactions:	kar	Thanks	a	ton	for	letting	me	know.	Could	you	test	it	before	I	release	it	to	everyone?	Only	online	is	a	feature	that	runs	in	the	application
only	when	connected	to	the	network	All	men	are	all	right	with	me:dobrý:	Reactions:	kar	Really	nice	app!	Chrome	browsing	is	now	much	more	fluid.	What	would	that	do?	Sent	from	my	Pixel	XL	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Apr	8,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Page	6	I	recognized	that	Blokada	sometimes	blocks	its	own	links	(as	mentioned	in	SylRiel's	post	on
March	1),	because	its	default	own	whitelist	host	entry	deletes	itself	frequently,	or	disappears	for	any	reason.	Reactions:	kar	A	question,	Blokada	has	an	extern	VPN	or	is	a	VPN	just	in	the	device?	The	phone	device	hardware/software	in	some	devices	sends	the	boot	event	(for	when	the	phone	is	fully	started	up	to	10	minutes	in).	I	have	to	restart	the
entire	system.	Thank	you.	I	remember	@cdysthe,	it's	just	not	the	highest	priority	bug	among	users	of	Blokada,	so	I	have	to	postpone	it	a	bit.	Thanks.	Website	works!	Feel	free	to	use	the	donate	link	Reactions:	cheryanne	and	Sgace	Pro	tip	when	a	website	doesn't	work:	1.	Last	edited:	Jul	25,	2017	On	optimized	or	standard	blocking?	EDIT:	Nevermind,
works	after	I	disabled	Facebook	messenger.	Adguard	almost	seems	like	it	has	too	much	going	on	for	me.	Reactions:	Arugakeerthi	A	question,	Blokada	has	an	extern	VPN	or	is	a	VPN	just	in	the	device?	Reactions:	kar	Hmm,	you	could	not	install	it	or	not	start	it?	Is	this	Blokada	auto-updating	the	blocklists	or	something?	I	have	a	problem	with	the	latest
version.	Does	deactivating	and	activating	blokada	again	(using	the	orange	button	/	not	necessarily	killing	the	app)	help?	so	all	this	traffic	is	not	going	into	the	blocker,	because	it	is	no	need	it	to.	Working	on	a	fix,	soon	should	have	an	update	ready	Way	better	than	the	Adguard	app.	Which	Android	version	you	run?	The	blue	light	filter	on	Buzz	Launcher
was	enabled.	Maybe	the	OpenDNS	based	parental	control	enabled	in	the	router?	Sometimes	(less	often)	I	cannot	load	various	pages/links,	in	one	app	(17track)	I	got	a	dns	error	dialog	but	didn't	have	time	to	investigate.	How	else	would	the	app	be	able	to	remove	ads?	I	will	come	back	if	I	have	ideas	or	problems.	Also	if	I	enable	the	extra	hosts	files
while	it's	still	active,	turn	it	off	and	then	try	to	re-enable	it;	the	app	gets	stuck	on	"activating"	and	I	have	to	force	close	the	app	to	get	it	working	again,	at	which	point	I	open	the	app	and	it	reverts	once	again	to	its	default	blacklist	setting	as	above.	Reactions:	howlingmoon12	and	MIKEMON	Getting	paused	in	Motorola	E4	plus.	Monday	and	Tuesday:
Started	fine	on	boot,	still	running	Reactions:	kar	with	the	upcoming	app	whitelisting	could	you	implement	an	"allow	all	system	app	besides	web	browser	by	default"	option?	Reactions:	kar	I've	updated	blokada	to	the	new	version	and	it	became	unusable.	Blokada	&	dns66	uses	same	host	files	(	adaway	host	and	some	others	etc)	.	???	Do	I	need	to	create
a	new	one?	So	I'm	still	stuck	with	the	standard	one.	How	often	does	it	cut	off	internet	for	you?	And	another	think	is	when	I	turn	OFF	Blokada	a	text	shows	on	the	top	saying	"	blokada	is	inactive	"	.	Been	working	great	for	weeks	but	now	I	have	to	disable	it	to	get	internet	(both	from	WiFi	and	lte)	I	tried	switching	to	another	list	but	got	the	same
behavior.	Of	course!	Added	just	now.	It's	working	just	fine	on	my	Kindle	Fire,	maybe	he's	just	working	on	a	update.	Fortunately,	that	was	the	only	app	I	use	which	works	over	wifi.	Unfortunately,	you've	seen	this	stops	you	from	having	two	VPN	service	running	at	the	same	time.	I	guess	the	problem	is	that	the	OpenVPN	client	doesn't	wait	until	the
running	Blokada-VPN	is	closed.	I	know	for	sure	that	there	are	at	least	4-5	places	along	my	commute	home	where	signal	drops	to	4G	and	lower	and	again,	it's	a	50/50	where	Bloakada	re-eanbles.	Last	edited:	Aug	19,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Yeah	guys	you	may	need	to	add	some	apps	to	the	whitelist	manually,	I	don't	have	a	good	defaults	list	yet.	And	it	was
also	for	the	pleasure	of	being	able	to	say	"I	was	first"	afterwards...	If	it	seems	like	it	can't	get	back	up,	you	should	see	it	trying	again	after	a	cooldown	of	30	seconds.	but	blokada	fetch	host	files	online	.	What	I	like	about	DNS66	is	the	export	feature	and	just	feels....less	bulky.	In	this	case,	the	vpn	key	disappears	and	the	notification	remain	and	return	to
0	(nexus4,	stock	5.1.1	-	app	ver.	Can't	even	access	this	forum	if	it's	on	Reactions:	kar	I	am	only	able	to	get	Blokada	to	work	when	on	carrier	data	but	not	on	Wi-Fi.	When	on	Wi-Fi	I	get	block	notifications	but	an	error	in	the	browser	saying	the	site	won't	resolve.	But	I	was	using	a	certain	other	DNS	based	VPN	adblocker	previously	and	that	app	has	only
used	up	4.74	mb	total	since	May	31!	So,	just	curious	what's	going	on.	Love	this	app	but	that	much	of	a	speed	cut	negates	any	improvements	of	not	loading	ads.	Anyways,	wanted	to	say	thanks	to	developer,	and	look	forward	to	putting	the	apk.	I	need	to	figure	out	a	way	to	reproduce.	Does	this	block	video	ads	in	apps	like	CW	and	other	apps?	Could
anyone	translate	the	missing	bits	for:	Spanish,	Czech?	This	may	be	the	issue	of	host	files.	You	don't	have	to	enable	the	hosts	counter,	it's	just	a	workaround	for	the	bug	we	discovered.	I'm	thinking	that	it's	a	dead	app.	Reactions:	oqtavios,	paul678,	EViollet	and	1	other	person	It	seems	to	work	very	well.	Super	:good:	Will	be	great	if	you	open	source	this
app	Reactions:	kar	Next	release	will	be	a	bugfix-only	release	(no	new	features,	as	apposed	to	1.0).	you	can	install	it	without	uninstalling	your	existing	version	first).	In	the	cases	where	it	didn't	start	opening	Chrome	worked	maybe	2-3	times	and	the	rest	of	the	time	I	still	had	to	open	the	app.	Yes	it	does,	but	Android's	sideloading	likes	to	create	problems
on	various	devices.	is	this	true?	Using	the	notification	area	to	show	whats	being	blocked	real	time	is	awesome.	Blokada	went	down	after	I	went	out	of	my	office	wifi	range	and	the	wifi	remained	enabled	and	unconnected,	LTE	was	connected	2.	@moviti,	what	lists	are	you	guys	using	over	there	in	Japan?	Oh!	It's	not	working	on	landscape	mode.	before
sending	the	pic,	hide	your	personal	data	(ie;	ip	address).	I've	updated	manually	without	any	problem.	Also,	could	I	get	your	hosts	file?	Just	be	patient	PS:	welcome	back	@jerryn70,	nice	to	see	you	here	EDIT:	The	"loading..."	is	just	a	UI	issue,	you	can	ignore	it	for	now.	Hope	in	the	future	someone	(google)	will	come	up	with	a	way	to	hide	the	vpn	icon	in
the	statusbar.	What	is	the	option	"online	only"	for?	Reactions:	kar	with	the	upcoming	app	whitelisting	could	you	implement	an	"allow	all	system	app	besides	web	browser	by	default"	option?	Also	curious	is	this	is	a	hardware	or	software	issue.	@kar	Thanks	for	spending	the	time	working	on	this.	Optimized	blocking.	I	plan	to	get	it	all	connectivity	issues
solved	in	2.0.3	but	it	turns	out	to	be	quita	a	PITA	to	get	it	right	across	all	devices.	Is	Tasker	support	even	considered?	Page	13	@kar	If	I	clear	cached	data	of	the	phone	(from	phone	settings	or	using	sd	maid)	then	blokada	will	not	block	ads	.	Try	to	search	for	"htc",	it'll	show	suggestions.	I	hope	this	helps.	ideas?	Ps:	the	current	version	is	amazing.	I'm
not	that	surprised	since	they	are	terrible.	And	I	think	the	configuration	option	is	not	needed.	Would	be	interested	to	know	and	after	maybe	try	out	the	app.	Then	we	can	add	this	app	to	fdroid	also.	Optimized	or	standard	blocking?	When	this	app	said	you	can	add	your	on	lists,	I	didn't	expect	I	had	to	import	the	file	into	a	notepad	and	manually	edit
everything.	I	just	have	a	little	problem	whitelisting	Amazon	app	and	my	default	file	browser	app.	Could	you	also	check	the	hosts	counter	next	time	Blokada	stops	blocking	ads	for	you?	Perhaps	there	could	be	a	way	to	auto-update	only	when	connected	to	wifi?	In	data	everything	works	well,	but	in	Wi-Fi	blokada	restarts	and	eventually	turn	off
completely.	Blocks	like	a	champ.	Any	advice	to	fix	this	behavior	is	welcome,	best	Cristiano	Last	edited:	Oct	22,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Working	really	well	on	my	Note	8.	Last	edited:	Dec	16,	2016	Reactions:	kar	Wonderful	app,	love	using	it.	So	there	is	no	need	of	that.	Very	good	work!	Reactions:	kar	In	general	I'm	very	pleased	with	the	app.	Just	be
patient	PS:	welcome	back	@jerryn70,	nice	to	see	you	here	1,	Iam	using	optimized	blocking	2,	at	first	when	I	enabled,	it	shows	3000+	host	files	.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	Thanks	for	updating:good:	Reactions:	kar	Page	20	Thank	you	for	the	update.	Also	cannot	play	in	line	attachments.	Never	post	in	a	demanding,	argumentative,	disrespectful	or	self-
righteous	manner.	LG	G5,	Nougat.	Is	blokada	for	ad	block	only?	About	the	hosts	options,	it's	a	known	bug	->	will	be	fixed	on	next	update.	The	last	100	or	1000	entries	with	date	and	time	would	be	awesome.	I	live	in	Orlando,	FL	USA	and	all	three	links	for	the	different	versions,	android	5+,	android	4,	and	previous	versions	all	downloaded	for	me
without	issue.	If	yes,	how	to	correct	this???	Reactions:	kar	The	adblocker	works	very	well!	But	I	can	not	download	or	update	anything	anymore	on	optimized	blocking.	Reactions:	kar	This	is	some	option	but	I	have	do	it	with	features	in	aplication.	Last	edited:	Jul	25,	2017	Reactions:	kar	How	does	it	exactly	look	like?	When	I	try	to	add	one	of	the	apps	to
the	whitelist	it	gets	a	message	that	this	app	does	not	exist	or	can	not	be	allowed.	During	on-time:	I	have	yet	to	see	Blokada	not	pick	up	a	connection	after	a	change	between	wifi	and	data	and	vice	versa	so	no	issues	there.	Post	using	a	clear	and	descriptive	subject	and	message.	One	thing	about	Adguard,	was	recently	I	had	it	disabled	and	set	to	NOT
load	at	boot,	when	I	was	testing	Blokada...when	Adguard	notified	me	of	my	trial	period	expiring,	it	was	trying	to	start	up	again	and	I	got	an	error	saying	it	couldn't	start	because	Blockada	was	running.	Local	file	from	my	internal	storage	2.	For	example,	tapatalk	links	doesn't	work	with	adaway,	but	with	blokada	it	works...	Reactions:	kar	Hello,	I	have
recently	realized	that,	when	Blokada	is	active,	I	cannot	fetch	any	PDF	attachment	from	Gmail	(haven't	tried	with	other	file	formats,	images	included	in	the	mail	display	normally).	I	wound	up	enabling	all	the	bloat,	removing	Package	Disabler	Pro	(PDP)	updating	all	the	bloatware,	installing	PDP	and	killing	the	bloat	again.	Yeah	many	people	ask	for	it.
Whats	your	device	and	Android	version?	After	the	ad	blocking	got	stopped	when	I	checked	it	was	0	.	I	downloaded	a	file	and	recorded	a	average	speed	of	780kb/s	Loaded	this	app,	enabled	blocking,	downloaded	the	same	file	at	63Kb/s	Turned	this	app	off	again	downloaded	the	same	file	again	and	the	average	jumped	back	to	765kb/s	Reactions:	kar
Bit.ly	is	antithetical	to	privacy	Reactions:	kar	Working	very	well	so	far	for	me.	Thank	you!	Very	motivating	feedback	.	The	way	@image45	said,	or	if	you	enable	notifications,	you	can	whitelist	directly	from	the	notification,	as	shown	on	this	video:	notif_t=like¬if_id=1498200182771511	Note	that	currently	you	can	whitelist/blacklist	hosts,	not	apps	-	this
feature	will	come	soon.	Btw,	my	hosts	file	is	25mb	in	size	with	about	833400	entries	in	it.	Will	it	have	features	like	Ublock	Origin	in	the	future?	You	do	realize	how	many	entries	those	lists	have?	Moving	host	files	that	are	in	the	configuration	option	to	blacklist	is	better	and	you	can	replace	the	configuration	option	with	any	other	new	ideas.	Tried
notification	on	off	but	not	working.	@redlabour	The	app	claims	to	use	a	local	VPN.	Try	reaching	out	on	Twitter	and	see	if	you	can	get	a	reply.	I	have	the	same	issue	on	my	Pixel.	Works	as	expected,	thanks	for	the	app!	Currently	I	use	"disconnected	pro	for	Samsung",	but	always	open	to	test	other,	non	root	apps	which	will	block	ads.	Then	there's
convinience.	To	make	it	work	again	,	I	need	to	turn	OFF	Blokada	and	then	ON	it	again	and	enable	host	count.	Reactions:	kar	DNS66	allows	you	to.use	Custom	DNS	too.	At	first	for	a	few	seconds	after	turning	off	wifi	all	looks	good	(image	1)	then	lte	goes	out	and	blokada	pauses	(image	2)	then	lte	and	blokada	turn	back	on	(image	3).	If	you're	using
Android	5+	and	don't	need	standard	blocking	(ie.	Observations	for	2..0.1	(This	is	with	Optimization	enabled)	Power	on	with	wifi:	Open	Blokada,	no	message,	starts	in	5-8	seconds	Power	on	with	data	only:	Open	Blokada,	get	the	connection	disabled	message,	starts	in	5-8	seconds	Things	that	result	in	Blokada	going	into	disabled	and	not	starting	back
up:	-	Connection	Drop	with	data	or	wifi,	even	a	quick	hiccup	does	this	-	Phone	going	into	power	saving	then	having	power	saving	mode	disabled.	They	are	very	similar	at	this	stage	I	suppose.	The	router	at	home	is	a	Netgear	Nighthawk	R7000.	----------	Post	added	at	08:52	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	08:13	PM	----------	Just	tried	this,	it	massively
restricts	network	speed.	1,	yes	no	key	icon	2,	no	I	won't	start	.	I'll	be	investigating	this	issue.	I'm	using	in	an	OnePlus	3T	Reactions:	kar	Is	the	online-only	switch	on	or	off?	The	other	option	you	have	is	to	go	ROOT.	I	tried	to	use	blokada	alongside	wth	VpnMaster.	I'm	surprised	there	is	no	donation	button	...	Is	this	app	safe	to	use?	Adguard	didn't	start
automatically	either,	even	though	it	was	set	to	do	so.	At	work	it	works,	but	at	home	I	get	notifications	about	blocked	ads	but	all	web	sites	time	out.	Ive	run	my	device	ragged	shutdown	and	restarting	to	see	if	Blokada	starts	up.	Once	you	enter	the	app,	does	it	get	on	automatically?	Using	Chrome	as	a	test,	it	reloaded	an	open	tab	with	the	ads.	Also,	once
you	enter	the	app,	does	it	ask	you	for	the	VPN	permission?	Is	there	any	information	on	battery	drain	impact	using	Blokada?	I	found	the	form	but	it	asks	me	to	name	a	thread,	but	I	already	have	a	thread.	Nevertheless,	I	am	working	on	open	sourcing	Blokada	(finally!),	so	in	a	matter	of	weeks	you	will	be	able	to	get	the	open	source	version	and	not	worry
about	privacy	anymore	Reactions:	LBN1,	Mike022465,	mazubo	and	3	others	Both	mechanisms	are	available	exactly	because	each	has	its	own	pros	and	cons.	I	know	it	requires	effort,	so	I	am	only	requesting	you	to	include	in	futre	release.	Blokada	is	not	actually	sending	your	traffic	anywhere,	it's	just	using	VPN	to	drop	some	DNS	requests	so	that	ads
don't	load.	I	did	remove	power	saving	from	Blokada,	didn't	do	the	trick.	I	really	like	the	notifications	(although	they	get	annoying).	Reactions:	kar	Everything	done	but	don't	know	why	it	stop	working	.	In	my	router	i	didn't	find	option	to	disable	that	.	I	swear	all	the	Android	Phones	I've	owned	have	issues.	I	was	using	my	own	hosts	file.	I	wanted	to	make
the	app	less	boring.	Not	sure	if	there	is	any	conflict	with	those	2	apps	Reactions:	kar	So	it	would	be	fine	to	use	both	blokada	and	another	vpn	app?	Reactions:	R560,	Tmobilefan906	and	Sgace	humm	...	Thanks	to	the	developer	for	their	efforts	though.	First,	though,	I	wanna	get	the	basics	straight,	ie.	The	cancel	button	does	work.	For	the	bootup
problems,	I'm	aware	sometimes	it	doesn't	work	properly	and	some	work	will	be	done	here	also.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	and	ZehRRuela	Everything	is	fine	for	me	Reactions:	kar	Hello,	I	have	recently	realized	that,	when	Blokada	is	active,	I	cannot	fetch	any	PDF	attachment	from	Gmail	(haven't	tried	with	other	file	formats,	images	included	in	the	mail
display	normally).	I	have	some	ideas	on	how	Blokada	could	even	extend	battery	life,	but	I	need	time	to	verify	them.	This	sounds	like	one	of	Android	4.x	VPN	bugs.	New:	Release	v2.0	is	out!	Major	updates	in	v2.0:	-	Blokada	is	open	source	now!	Contributions	are	welcome	(and	I'll	help	you	make	them).	I	get	blocked	ads	notifications	but	all	other
connections	time	out.	Question	to	the	OP	is	this	app	supports	ipv4	and	ipv6	?	Reactions:	kar	Using	version	2.2.2	on	a	fully	stock	Pixel	XL	with	Oreo	installed	I've	noticed	Blokada	using	a	bit	of	background	data.	You	may	try	to	whitelist	it,	but	ideally	it	should	be	ok	for	Blokada	to	get	killed,	as	long	as	it	automatically	starts	again	when	needed.
Screenshot	attached,	it	says	it's	not	online	but	clearly	you	can	see	full	wifi	signal.	Great	job.	You	can	reach	me	in	many	ways,	social	accounts,	email	([email	protected])	Reactions:	mazubo,	3dgard,	humanzqzr	and	7	others	Greetings,	i	just	downloaded	the	app	a	little	while	ago	and	it's	working	real	nice	on	my	htc	m9	Nougat.	There's	something	in	the
router	making	it	impossibly	for	apps	to	get	data	when	Blokada	is	enabled.	Thanks!	Enviado	desde	mi	LG-H870DS	mediante	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Guys	I	have	a	question.	What	is	the	difference	between	optimized	blocking	standard	blocking	?	Fantastic	work	here	Reactions:	kar	Great	app!	Have	an	older	Gfive	Logic	X1	with	4.2.2	installed,	&	it	blocks
well	-	especially	on	my	MX	Player	&	USTV	apps.	So	far,	in	the	last	seven	days,	Blokada	has	used	up	44mb	of	data.	2.1	Language:	XDA	is	a	worldwide	community.	Come	back	and	the	VPN	icon	is	in	the	notif	bar.	Guys	the	Amazon	app	is	a	way	too	old,	1.3	or	so,	anyway	while	you	install	it,	you	can	look	for	an	update,	but	the	update	says	is	not	compatible
with	the	installed	package	once	you	try	to	install	it...????	But	moving	forward	I'll	have	my	cellular	background	data	off	for	it.	Start	on	Boot	is	still	iffy,	I	have	to	actually	open	the	app	whenever	I	startup	to	get	it	to	run.	2,	Yes,	orange	button	helps.	If	you	don't	want	that,	contact	me	before	updating	to	2.0!	Reactions:	Muffycheeks,	ninjanmizuki,	image45
and	5	others	Great	thanks	to	a	friend.	If	you	enable	the	hosts	count,	what	number	does	it	show?	App-Whitelisting	seems	to	work	fine,	Pushbullet	image	downloads	are	working	again	:good:	Thanks	for	your	great	work!	I	noticed	one	update-related	bug:	After	downloading	and	installing	2.1	via	the	integrated	update	function,	the	app	still	shows	the	old
version	number	and	offers	the	update	again.	thru	the	paces.	The	word	'open	source'	and	'github'	will	attract	more	users	to	this	app	:fingers-crossed:	Last	edited:	Jul	31,	2017	@kar	Thanks	bro	for	this	ad	blocker!	I	have	a	question..	But	on	my	wife's	phone,	i	have	some	serious	doubts.	I	need	to	check	what	service	make	my	battery	drain	Everything	done
but	don't	know	why	it	stop	working	.	----------	Post	added	at	07:25	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	07:19	PM	----------	Oh,	after	restart	everything	works	again.:good:	Reactions:	kar	Thnx	for	the	great	app.	It's	a	known	issue	with	optimized	blocking,	and	will	be	fixed	in	the	next	release.	Its	a	nagging	suspicion	and	Ill	need	to	test	more	on	work	days.	Any
devices	I	should	avoid	that	does	this?	The	new	APK	downloads	just	fine,	but	it	gets	stuck	after	I	enable	unknown	sources.	Reactions:	kar	I	like	this	app.	Blokada	is	not	actually	sending	your	traffic	anywhere,	it's	just	using	VPN	to	drop	some	DNS	requests	so	that	ads	don't	load.	House	keeping	before	going	open	source	is	also	almost	done.	According	to
the	FAQ	Adguard	was	supposed	to	autostart	in	what	they	call	proxy	mode,	but	it	didn't.	How	do	I	add	Blokada	do	XDA	Dev	DB?	Reactions:	kar	Speaking	of	other	VPN	services:	I	noticed	that	I	cannot	connect	to	my	OpenVPN-Server	when	Blokada	is	running.	Last	edited:	Nov	30,	2016	Reactions:	kar	Also	is	there	an	option	to	auto	start	the	VPN	after	you
reboot	the	phone?	As	mentioned	before,	Tasker-support	would	be	very	helpful.	The	adblocker	works	very	well!	But	I	can	not	download	or	update	anything	anymore	on	optimized	blocking.	Enviado	desde	mi	X98	Plus	mediante	Tapatalk	Thanks	for	reporting.	Sent	from	my	SM-G950F	using	XDA	Labs	generic	site	I'm	trying	to	add	filter	lists	from	-	[url]
[/url]	But	nothing	seems	to	work.	There	is	no	problem	with	DNS66	and	others	similar	apps.	I	can't	see	true	caller	identifying	numbers	from	its	database	since	i	installed	this	app.	It	is	unacceptable	to	post	nude	or	pornographic	imagery,	which	includes	the	exposure	of	male	or	female	genitalia	and	/	or	female	breasts.	It	seems	to	be	working	fine	with	the
power	optimization	option.	I	remember	the	same	problem	with	disconnect	filter.	Adblocking	was	always	the	first	reason	to	root,	but	now	i	have	decided	on	Blokada,	and	it	works	great!	Thanks	man.	Page	14	@kar	1,	sometimes	counter	reset	to	0	and	sometimes	it	shows	the	correct	host	count.	You'd	be	able	to	use	your	VPN	and	use	something	such	as
AdAway	to	block	ads	at	the	system	level.	Treat	new	members	in	the	manner	in	which	you	would	like	to	have	been	treated	when	you	were	a	new	member.	And	add	github	page	link	like	this	in	the	OP	(source	code	:	)	i	know	there	is	a	link	in	the	OP	to	github	but	it's	not	openly	visible	so	users	won't	get	noticed.	Can	you	make	it	like	the	screenshot	I	have
attached.	Sorry	for	the	inconvenience.	I	understand	that	I	can	try	and	see	if	ads	are	blocked	or	not	but	you	should	make	a	list	of	known	devices	with	optimized	blocking	supported	and	others	that	will	only	work	with	standard	blocking.	Looking	forward	to	fixes	Since	running	without	root	I	have	felt	"unclean"	not	being	able	to	block	ads	and	this	is	the
nicest	non	root	ad	blocking	app	I	have	seen/tried	so	far.	Link:	Reactions:	Tmobilefan906,	Neo3D	and	Xealot42	Good	job,	and	one	reason	less	for	root.	You	can	of	course	download	2.1	manually	from	the	website.	@MIKEMON	did	you	disable	everything	in	the	blacklist,	or	is	it	empty?	It	seems	a	somewhat	strange	process,	broadly	speaking.	I	swear	all
the	Android	Phones	I've	owned	have	issues.	Yeah	not	everything	can	be	blocked.	Other	VPN	clients	on	my	phone	also	works	on	both	carrier	data	and	Wi-Fi.	I'm	on	a	BLU	Life	X2	running	Marshmallow.	Thanks	buddy,	i	was	really	waiting	for	the	open	source	blokada	Last	edited:	Jul	26,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Blokada	fetches	them	online	so	that	they	are
up-to-date,	but	then	it	uses	the	cache.	Blokada	1.2.3	Reactions:	kar	If	you're	talking	about	a	"vpn"	notification,	on	some	brands	it's	not	possible	to	remove	unfortunately.	Well	that's	a	deal	breaker.	It	looks	good	and	is	easy	to	use	and	setup.	Reactions:	kar	and	Ryano89	The	additional	hosts	options	always	turn	off	after	every	restart,	could	maybe	change
it	so	they	are	kept	on?	who	let	the	cats	out	?	Nope,	although	I	was	actually	thinking	about	this	feature	recently	again,	and	I'll	definitely	implement	it	as	soon	as	I	can	since	I	think	it's	an	awesome	idea.	So,	some	growing	pains	are	expected,	which	I	will	be	fixing	as	we	discover	them.	Does	the	blocking	start	working	then?	Thanks	to	your	input	I'm
already	testing	a	fix	for	it	.	Reactions:	howlingmoon12,	Sgace	and	MIKEMON	I	am	using	2.0.2	origin-slim.	Last	edited:	Oct	10,	2017	Reactions:	kar	For	me	blokada	won't	auto	start	after	boot.	For	all	web	sites	in	three	different	browsers.	Is	there	any	way	to	see	a	"summary"	of	sorts	of	what	all	was	blocked?	Latest	update	is	causing	Google	sites	not	to
load	and	even	tapatalk	does	not	loads	forums.	Yep	I	did,	thanks	for	making	a	video,	it	really	helps	Great	detailed	feedback.	I'm	spanish,	long	press	"Sólo	en	línea",	it	says	"Cuando	está	activado,	Blokada	monitorizará	la	conexión	de	internet	y	se	pasará	cuando	tu	dispositivo	esté	desconectado.",	the	translation	is	not	very	good,	it	says	"pasará"	instead
"parará".	Blokada	was	great	when	it	functioned	for	me,	but	I'm	going	to	take	the	plunge	and	root	and	go	back	to	Adway.	I	just	hoped	that	Blokada	would	avert	all	that	scary	"warning,	warning,	you	could	brick	your	phone"	Reactions:	kar	Hello.	this	app	is	not	auto	starting	after	every	reboot	i've	to	manually	start	this	app.	And	Blokada	seems	to	working
fine	the	last	2	days:	Thursday:	No	issues	going	in	and	out	out	coverage	all	day	Friday	(Today):	So	far	so	good,	same	as	Thursday	Reactions:	kar	Everything	works	for	me	but	you	can	not	put	the	application	into	a	power	saving	mode.	The	optimized	blocking	should	work	for	most	Android	5+	devices	(if	you're	using	Android	4,	you	cannot	select	it	at	all).
Will	this	app	install	on	a	rooted	device?	Enviado	desde	mi	X98	Plus	mediante	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	I'm	spanish,	long	press	"Sólo	en	línea",	it	says	"Cuando	está	activado,	Blokada	monitorizará	la	conexión	de	internet	y	se	pasará	cuando	tu	dispositivo	esté	desconectado.",	the	translation	is	not	very	good,	it	says	"pasará"	instead	"parará".	I'm	almost
without	problems,	I'm	using	stock	rom	7.0	Nougat	Reactions:	kar	As	of	yesterday	this	app	started	blocking	all	internet	traffic.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	Version	2.0.1	looks	really	great!	Working	fine	so	far	on	my	Z	Play	with	Android	7.0.	I've	started	contributing	to	the	German	translation,	so	hopefully	we'll	get	this	to	100%	soon.	It's	not	super	important
Tasker-support	for	activating/deactivating	Blokada	would	also	be	helpful,	so	you	can	create	a	profile	to	pause	Blokada	when	opening	a	VPN	Client.	In	both	phones,	it's	running	with	no	problems.	Is	there	a	widget	for	starting	/	stopping	the	service??	This	version	will	guide	you	through	the	migration	process	so	you	get	the	best	possible	version	for	your
device.	Reactions:	kar	Sounds	like	Android	thing,	have	you	tried	restarting	your	device?	Also	pop	ups	in	sites	like	dropapk-dot-com	occur.	Then	I	found	in	their	FAQ	that	it	does	not	start	in	VPN	mode	because	Android	doesn't	allow	that,	but	I	suppose	that	is	not	true	because	clearly	Blokada	does	exactly	that,	for	others	anyway.	My	feeling	is	that	this
happens	when	blokada	got	disabled	on	turning	on	wifi	hotspot.	Reactions:	kar	Nice	and	simple	but	it	makes	my	phone	stutter	a	bit	and	keeps	needing	restarting.	Reactions:	kar	Not	sure	if	there	is	any	changes/progress	being	made,	but	I	do	know	I	mentioned	to	him	on	Twitter	that	I	was	testing	it	against	DNS66	and	he	did	ask	how	I	was	liking	it,	so	he
must	be	active	in	some	capacity.	However,	this	part	may	not	be	functioning	properly	yet,	and	is	related	to	auto-start	on	reboot	problems	(@jd.21).	Happy	New	Year!	Reactions:	buzzboy,	Sgace	and	jaibar	My	device	htc	10	and	nougat	android	version,	you	right	maybe	in	setting	this	app	set	for	battery	saving	for	save	battery	life.	If	it's	possible	to	take
some	screenshots	that	would	be	great.	Test	link	:.	CRasH180	Reactions:	kar	On	whitelist	selection,	I	see	that	adaway	is	there.	I	have	a	Fairphone	2	running	with	the	Open	OS	which	is	delivered	by	Fairphone,	as	an	alternative	to	their	regular	software,	and	comes	with	root	access	(and	without	Google	Apps,	although	I	installed	an	stripped	down	version
of	Open	Gapps).	NVM.	Just	FYI	so	you	can	observe	it	during	your	tests.	Not	sure	why	it	wanted	to	start	when	I	specifically	had	settings	set	to	NOT	start.	Reactions:	kar	Hi,	so	ive	noticed	that	when	Blockada	is	enabled,	none	of	my	Youtube	watch	history	is	saved.	Lol	Last	edited:	Sep	14,	2017	Reactions:	kar	With	blokada	active	is	impossible	to	open
vice.com	Btw	I	love	blokada!	Fix	vice.com	and	I	will	donate	more	than	5	euros	?	Not	everything	is	blocked.	Also,	you	may	try	getting	the	build	from	fdroid	which	doesn't	have	this,	I'm	curious	if	you'll	notice	less	data	sent.	Reactions:	kar	Here	you	go.	Maybe	interresting	for	you,	but	I	only	use	a	local	hosts	file	and	don't	see	any	data	usage	(wich	is	logical
offcourse)	Cheers	Sent	from	my	Google	Pixel	using	XDA	Labs	To	be	clear,	data	usage	is	not	an	issue.	I	did	notice	all	three	peek	a	little	bit	higher	sometimes.	Try	to	disable	ipv6	on	your	router	and	check.	Just	to	make	sure.	Use	any	speed	test	and	see	the	difference.	4,	sometimes	it	blocks	the	entire	internet	connection.	Anyone	else	having	problems
accessing	those	links?	This	is	a	complex	issue,	so	if	you	are	willing	to	help,	please	comment	on	this	issue	describing	how	is	your	experience:	.	Thank	for	your	hard	working.	If	I	installed	this	on	my	dad's	phone	who	only	has	a	1gb	pay	per	use	plan,	it	would	have	been	a	different	story.	Sent	from	my	Samsung	Galaxy	S8+	using	Tapatalk	I	have	been
testing	DNS66,	Blockada	as	well	as	AdGuard	on	a	couple	different	devices.	It's	a	known	issue	with	optimized	blocking,	and	will	be	fixed	in	the	next	release.	that's	been	really	handy	in	dns66.	In	the	meantime	please	report	to	me	which	apps	you	find	needing	to	be	whitelisted.	Reactions:	kar	For	all	web	sites	in	three	different	browsers.	Or	you	don't	see
any	notification?	A	friend	of	mine	has	Blokada	installed	on	a	Sony	phone	as	well,	and	his	blocked	ads	number	is	crazy.	How	often?	I'm	on	2.0.4	right	now	Enviado	desde	mi	LG-H870DS	mediante	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	I	had	to	pause	the	update	since	I	was	getting	some	reports.	I	don't	know	if	it's	bc	of	the	security	patch	or	if	it's	because	of	something



else	but	is	this	normal?	And	yeah,	the	German	translation	isn't	complete	as	well,	I	finished	it	this	morning	Reactions:	kar	and	supergrobi94	Got	it	in	the	process	of	running	down	a	power	drain.	How	to	reproduce	:	Turn	ON	Blokada	Turn	ON	Host	count	Clear	cached	data	(from	phone	settings	or	use	sd	maid	pro)	Turn	OFF	mobile	data/wifi	Turn	ON
mobile	data/wifi	Open	Blokada	Check	host	count	(you	will	see	0	count)	Check	ad	blocking	by	opening	any	app	that	have	ads.	Or	life	is	busy.	Check	yours	Reactions:	kar	My	netgear	router	is	n150	.	@ninjanmizuki	1.	Is	there	a	way	to	donate	you?	What	I	did	notice	was	that	the	times	when	I	had	to	reopen	Blokada	and	see	the	disabled	connection	message
seemed	to	be	related	to	losing	a	network	connection.	The	battery	optimization	is	some	black	magic,either	I	can	choose	to	optimize	an	app	or	not,	but	that	doesn't	affect	Blokada	from	what	I've	seen	so	far.	Download	Blokada	for	Android	5+	Download	Blokada	for	Android	4	This	version	is	for	existing	users	(ie.	Also	works	equally	well	in	apps	and
browsers.	Let	me	know	if	it'll	happen	on	the	next	update	also.	My	bet	is	that	it's	some	kind	of	sony	tracking.	I	can	not	see	that	it	is	possible	or	am	I	missing	something	obvious?	After	I	deactivated	airplane	mode,	I	couldn't	access	anything.	Battery..etc.?	I	want	to	add	the	Easylist	China	list,	how	can	I	do	that?	Great	detailed	feedback.	i	need	to	manually
restart	(orange	button)	to	make	it	work.	Always	happy	to	hear	praises	I	think	there're	still	some	issues	around	it	for	some	devices,	but	each	release	gets	a	bit	more	stable	(hopefully	)	I	installed	this	app	and	when	running,	I	get	a	message	from	my	OS	saying	that	my	traffic	etc...	Thx	Enviado	de	meu	SM-T560	usando	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Translation
completed,	everything	fine	Thanks	for	a	great	app	When	will	it	be	added?	Correct?	I	had	lock	screen	app	aclocker	and	blokada	didn't	block	annoying	ad	that	came	always	when	I	check	notifications.	I'm	pretty	sure	you	can	just	add	their	links.	Thanks	Yes,	it	would	be	perfect	for	new	users	Otherwise	everything	works	so	good	Great	thanks	for	everything
Reactions:	humanzqzr	and	kar	The	automatic	update	is	not	working	to	me.	But	you	can	improve	the	translation	if	you	feel	like	All	you	gotta	do	is	register	here	and	you	are	ready	to	go:	go.blokada.	Can	you	add	the	ability	to	see	a	list	of	blocked	ads	in	the	main	app	when	the	"number	of	ads	blocked"	icon	is	pressed	configurable	to	keep/show	ads	within	a
configurable	time/day?	When	I	have	to	reopen	Blokada	to	get	it	to	start	up	again,	it	doesn't	take	more	then	5-8	seconds	to	detect	the	connection	and	start	running	again.	[EDIT]:	One	other	tiny	thing	I've	noticed	(nit-picking	at	this	stage)	is	the	hosts	numbers	don't	seem	to	match	up	or	add	up	correctly	in	the	app.	Not	a	deal	breaker	though,	keep	up	the
good	work	.	To	interpret	my	observation,	an	expression	really,	as	an	attack	is	all	on	you.	And	a	friend.	Uninstalled	for	now	Reactions:	kar	@orthonovum	you	could	also	try	to	switch	from	optimized	to	standard	blocking	and	see	if	it	works.	Not	even	FC-ing	the	app	works.	Having	a	hard	time	deciding	which	I	am	going	to	stick	with.	I	am	using	2.0.2
origin-slim.	oh	well	We	have	this	Forum	Rules	most	of	this	forum`s	threads	derails	because	of	this	below	rule	violation	3.	You'll	see	what's	being	blocked.	Reactions:	kar	@cdysthe	Test	you	ipv6	when	your	connected	to	your	wifi	.	Tap	"Whitelist"	and	refresh.	Is	your	hosts	file	a	local	file	or	a	link?	Was	there	any	error	message?	----------	Post	added	at
08:44	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	08:43	AM	----------	Currently	testing	out	Blokada	2.0.2	with	Android	8.0.0	Release	4.	Member	conduct.	Testing	2.0.1	on	Android	O	dp4	and	in	two	days	Blokada	stopped	working	once	after	switching	from	mobile	to	wifi.	Frequency	is	a	good	option	as	well.	Can	you	please	add	support	for	[adblock	plus	2.0]'s	host	files
to	the	app?	Reactions:	kar	and	Sgace	Hi	guys,	sorry	for	the	lack	of	updates,	I've	had	quite	a	busy	time,	but	the	development	is	still	ongoing	and	I	have	some	cool	stuff	coming	in.	And	without	rooting	?.	I'm	under	Nougat	btw.	-	Blokada	now	speaks	Spanish,	Portuguese,	French,	Polish	and	Czech!	-	Significant	rewrite	for	better	stability	-	Fixed	Blokada
turning	itself	off	and	never	on	again	-	Improved	Start	on	Boot	-	Optimized	code	to	improve	battery	life	-	A	lot	of	work	done	for	easier	contributions	-	Bufixes	Note	that	the	majority	of	the	codebase	is	rewritten,	and	this	is	the	first	release	with	the	new	code.	Sent	from	my	ONEPLUS	A3003	using	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	New:	Release	v1.2.1	is	out!	Major
updates:	-	Decreased	battery	usage	-	Improved	performance	(no	impact	on	connection	bandwidth	or	ping)	-	Higher	reliability	(more	apps	and	devices	work	just	fine	with	it)	-	IPv6	support	-	Significant	stability	improvements	The	new	mechanism	requires	Android	5	or	newer	and	is	enabled	by	default.	I'm	using	2.2.2	version	with	online	off	BTW	Enviado
desde	mi	LG-H870DS	mediante	Tapatalk	Honor	6c	with	marshmallow	6.0	and	not	start	when	turn	on	traffic	data	and	when	restart	or	turn	off	the	phone	every	time	i	have	to	start	manually	the	app	instead	adguard	start	immediately	alone	Last	edited:	Sep	1,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Honor	6c	with	marshmallow	6.0	and	not	start	when	turn	on	traffic	data	and
when	restart	or	turn	off	the	phone	every	time	i	have	to	start	manually	the	app	instead	adguard	start	immediately	alone	Do	you	have	any	inbuilt	battery	manager(sort	like	clean	master)?	I	have	few	suggestions,	you	need	to	mention	the	difference	between	orgin	version	and	legacy	version	in	OP	and	also	in	the	github	readme	page.	Unfortunately	Blokada
is	a	dns	based	ad	blocker,	it	doesn't	have	the	level	of	control	of	the	content	ABP	has	on	web.	No	issues	if	the	wifi	is	enabled	and	a	connection	is	present.	Yes,	you	are	right.	Some	of	the	features	of	Ublock	will	come,	but	not	everything	may	be	technically	possible	on	Android	without	root.	Thank-you	"Live	long	and	prosper"	Or,	you	could	simply	disable
till	you	finish	updating	your	system	apps	(HTC	Speech	recognition)	and	then	enable	Blokada	again?	Samsung	Galaxy	S7	w/	Magisk/TWRP	combo.	If	i	didn't	enable	host	count	,	then	Blokada	will	not	block	ads.	Just	to	confirm,	you	tested	with	v1.0?	The	issue	is	be	tracked	here:	Thanks	@jerryn70.	I	had	to	add	a	few	(not	much)	new	phrases.	Although	first
I'd	like	to	try	and	buildup	a	database	of	hosts	people	use.	Battery	saving	mode	turned	off	Optimising	blokada	turned	off	But	still	it	stops	working	after	a	deep	sleep	Reactions:	kar	Hey	peeps.	How	does	it	exactly	look	like?	I	invite	everyone	willing	to	help	translating	Blokada	to	any	language	to	check	it	out!	Here	are	the	instructions:	Translations	will	be
available	in	v2.0	(the	open	source	one)	which	I'm	finishing	now,	so	it	should	all	get	together	nicely.	Does	this	work	with	Android	TV	(i.e.	navigation	and	input	using	the	DPAD	remote	input)?	Some	more	in	depth	feedback	on	2.0.4:	Enabled	on	boot	is	still	a	huge	issue	for	me:	Sunday:	Waited	5	minutes,	open	App,	usual	something	went	wrong	message
and	starts	up.	You	xda	folks	are	amazing	Reactions:	ninjanmizuki,	stephtban	and	MIKEMON	1.2.3	still	fails	to	stay	running	for	me.	Toggled	it	back	to	on.	And	could	You	please	add	Vietnames	and	Chinese	(Simplified)	to	the	translation?	Changes	are	coming	soon,	but	in	the	meantime	I	wanted	to	address	your	questions.	Left	is	home	and	right	is	work.
2.4	Personal	attacks,	racial,	political	and	/	or	religious	discussions:	XDA	is	a	discussion	forum	about	certain	mobile	phones.	The	VPN	icon	doesn't	show	up	in	the	notication	bar	and	the	app	indicates	that	the	blocker	isn't	active.	Reactions:	kar	I'm	running	7.0	on	HTC	10,	June	Security	Patch	(If	the	FW	matters)	After	some	more	usage,	the	issue	with
Bloakada	stopping	does	not	look	to	be	related	to	memory	management,	I	had	Blokada	enabled	for	about	8	hours	with	long	stretches	of	idle	at	the	office	and	it	was	still	active	after	that	time.	You	can	subscribe	to	that	issue	to	get	notifications	on	updates.	What	would	happen	if	I	enable	it?	add	more	hosts	Optimised	blocking	is	active	for	you	already.	The
differences	are	rather	unimportant	at	this	point	and	rather	technical.	And	turn	off	vpn	while	testing.	Once	I	feel	it's	all	good	I'll	resume	the	updater.	All	development	effort	is	tracked	there,	since	it's	really	hard	to	follow	different	problems	in	one	thread.	Start	translate	Reactions:	kar	I	am	sorry	if	there	is	allready	someone	asked	this,	but	on	Miu	8,	I	can
not	remove	notification	from	notification	space...	It's	really	hard	for	me	to	reproduce	such	scenarios.	Any	vpn	app	which	I've	tried	so	far	with	this	device	showed	the	apps'	own	icons	instead	of	the	key	icon	you're	probably	used	to	with	other	devices,	so	Its	probably	just	about	design.	It's	only	a	fraction	of	all	phrases.	I	mean,	are	they	the	only	languages?
Thank	you!	Very	motivating	feedback	.	Mind	you	I	had	also	gone	under	15%	and	had	Battery	Saving	mode	come	one.	Reactions:	kar	I'm	trying	to	add	filter	lists	from	-	[url]	[/url]	But	nothing	seems	to	work.	Switching	between	data	and	wifi	is	fine	and	the	app	reconnects	a	couple	seconds	after	the	connection	switches.	I	really	don't	want	to	waste
anymore	of	your	time	on	something	thats	proven	quite	difficult	to	debug.	Reactions:	kar	As	long	a	10	minutes	after	boot	for	some	devices	to	send	the	Boot	Event....	However,	there's	some	bug	I	introduced	in	it...	I	also	have	some	improvements	for	this	for	2.0.1,	so	stay	tuned.	Reactions:	kar	add	a	link	to	the	whitelist,	not	the	entire	application,	it	works
for	me	and	I	just	added	the	host,	everything	is	fine	Reactions:	kar	First	of	all	thanks	for	this	open	source	and	free	app.	I	received	a	notification	and	needed	a	break	from	work,	so	I	translated	the	new	words...	Aside:	I	went	through	a	subway	trip	on	the	way	home	and	it	looks	like	Blokada	got	tripped	up	and	didnt	restart	upon	getting	above	ground.
Reactions:	kar	Does	it	have	an	auto	update	feature	which	notifies	me	about	app	updates	with	a	direct	download	link?	Check	screen	grabs.	just	now	installed	v1.1.1	and	is	working	without	any	issues	on	MM	6.0	and	after	reboot	no	autostart	issue	also	solved.	"Live	long	and	prosper"	@wetxxx	If	you	go	to	the	Whitelist	section,	and	try	to	add	an	app	(not
by	host	name,	but	by	app	name),	can	you	find	anything	related	to	speech	recognition?	As	soon	as	I	turn	off	Wi-Fi	and	I'm	on	my	carrier	network	it	can	browse	normally	and	internet	connected	apps	like	this	XDA	app	works.	Device:	Huawei	P10	on	Android	7	P.s:	After	you	will	open	source	the	app	maybe	more	devs	(me	being	one)	could	try	and	help	you
out	with	bugs	and	such.	I	have	Moto	Z2	play	with	Nougat	7.1.1	and	1st	August	security	patch.	Reactions:	kar	For	any	website,	or	some	specific	ones	you're	trying	to	access?	Once	I	turned	that	off,	been	working	as	well	as	I	could	hope	Reactions:	kar	Hi!	I'm	looking	for	an	ad	blocker	to	use	on	my	MiBox.	He	can	also	temporarily	turn	on	notifications	to
see	what's	being	blocked	(maybe	it	should	be	whitelisted).	Enviado	desde	mi	X98	Plus	mediante	Tapatalk	I'm	spanish,	long	press	"Sólo	en	línea",	it	says	"Cuando	está	activado,	Blokada	monitorizará	la	conexión	de	internet	y	se	pasará	cuando	tu	dispositivo	esté	desconectado.",	the	translation	is	not	very	good,	it	says	"pasará"	instead	"parará".	another
thing	i	forgot	to	ask,	i	heard	vpn	based	adblocker	dont	allow	you	to	update	apps	from	playstore..	Reactions:	kar	I	have	some	issues	with	the	app.	If	I	enabled	Blokada,	I	cant	use	ipv6,	only	ipv4.	In	the	meantime	you	can	active	notifications	and	see	what's	being	blocked.	Only	over	the	course	of	the	week,	I'll	be	able	to	know	what	the	impact	on	battery
this	has.	Sent	from	my	SM-G950F	using	XDA	Labs	filterlists.com	is	a	generic	site,	maybe	you	need	to	be	more	specific,	in	that	site	in	"view"	you	can	see	the	hosts	files,	for	example	for	Adaway	I'm	trying	to	add	filter	lists	from	-	filterlists.com	is	a	generic	site,	maybe	you	need	to	be	more	specific,	in	that	site	in	"view"	you	can	see	the	hosts	files,	for
example	for	Adaway	That's	what	I've	been	doing.	Reactions:	kar	Thanks!	So	far	your	app	is	the	only	one	that	worksays	100%	of	the	time	with	just	blocking	hosts.	Enviado	desde	mi	LG-H870DS	mediante	Tapatalk	Reactions:	mohakun	and	kar	After	having	upgraded	to	a	new	phone,	I	now	am	not	rooted,	and	might	keep	it	like	this	also.	Because	in	github
there	is	3	blokada	versions	(legacy,orgin	and	normal	apk)	So	that	new	users	won't	get	confused.	Will	do.	So	problem	bypassed.	@nkdubrava,	which	device	do	you	have?	It	Keeps	activating	and	deactivating	continually.	(i	know	we	can	just	turn	it	off,	update,	and	turn	back	on...)	As	you	have	probably	read,	you	can	add	Google	Play	into	the	white	list,	so
you	don't	need	to	turn	off	the	blocker	for	this	function.	Is	there	something	specific	I	need	to	do?	On	some,	the	impact	is	manageable,	on	others	is	much	more	significant.	Last	edited:	Nov	27,	2016	This	only	used	host	files	to	block	url	and	domains,	correct?	Is	the	key	icon	in	the	status	bar?	Sent	from	my	Samsung	Galaxy	S8+	using	Tapatalk	Have	you
found	there	to	be	much	of	difference	in	resources	used?	Enviado	desde	mi	LG-H870DS	mediante	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	You	can	add	some	app	to	the	whitelist	so	the	ad	blocker	won't	block	some	links.	In	the	grand	scheme	of	things,	this	isn't	much	and	it's	not	a	big	deal.	As	a	result,	what	may	be	OK	to	say	in	your	part	of	the	world,	may	not	be	OK
elsewhere.	I	understand	that	in	your	case,	it	won't	switch	back	on.	Reactions:	kar	I	am	very	happy	with	this	application	and	great	thanks	devs.	Download	Note:	From	now	on	Blokada	is	available	in	few	different	versions.	Love	the	app.	Reactions:	kar	What	is	the	difference	between	slim	and	legacy?	Last	edited:	Jul	25,	2017	Reactions:	image45	and
MIKEMON	Everything	is	empty	and	black	and	white.	Reactions:	kar	Why	the	default	whitelist	contains	this	4	entries	?	I'm	also	using	it	with	a	Redmi	Note	4	(with	MIUI	8.5)	and	I	don't	think	you'll	ever	see	the	key	icon	in	this	device.	it	should	help.	Was	like	this	for	me	on	N	and	now	on	O.	I	just	changed	domain	host	yesterday	and	the	old	one	dumped
the	entries	immediately	and	didn't	even	let	me	know.	Page	22	So,	once	your	device	goes	to	deep	sleep,	and	then	wakes	up,	Blokada	is	off	(no	key)	-	correct?	Thanks	Sent	from	my	SM-A320FL	using	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Version	2.0.4	works	well	for	me.	This	version	is	3x	smaller	than	the	original	one!	Note:	Those	two	versions	are	for	new	users	only!
If	you're	updating,	use	the	third	link.	3,	sometimes	it	takes	10seconds	and	in	some	condition	it	takes	up	to	1	minute.	Regarding	battery	usage,	it	varies	between	devices.	I	have	to	stop	it	manually	first,	which	wasn't	the	case	with	DNS66.	It's	not	a	stretch	at	all.	Now	if	only	I	could	find	a	hosts-version	of	the	"Adblock	List	for	Finland"	(by	Juvander).	This
on-off	cycle	continues	every	few	seconds	until	either	stopping	blokada	or	turning	on	wifi.	Looks	like	a	good	concept.	In	Samsung,	it	is	placed	in	the	left	edge.	Suggestion:	Option	to	backup	custom	Host	lists(URLs)	collection	that	can	immediately	be	retrieved	into	Blockada.Since	this	is	the	XDA	community,	changing	the	ROMs	would	often	mean	setting
up	custom	filter	again	and	again.If	this	could	be	done	on	an	one-click	basis,	your	idea	of	making	the	app	the	easiest-to-use	even	easier	on	flasholics.	Enable	blokada	in	it.	It's	meant	as	a	"bridge"	for	existing	users.	If	there	was	"disconnected"	message	it	means	you	phone	tells	us	it's	disconnected.	Everything	is	fine	for	me	----------	Post	added	at	05:17	PM
----------	Previous	post	was	at	05:15	PM	----------	Use	the	edit	option	to	add	the	white	list	option.	Pixel	xl	Reactions:	kar	I	haven't	searched	through	this	entire	thread	but	I	am	having	trouble	downloading	anything	from	my	Google	drive	account	with	Blokada	enabled,	WiFi	or	cellular.	I'm	currently	verifying	translations	(as	much	as	I'm	able	to	).	Kar,	have
you	seen	my	video?	There	I	cannot	change	anything	(don't	really	know	why	at	this	moment)	but	if	I	click	on	the	blank	space	(on	the	lower	half	of	screen)	then	I	get	a	not	response	app	system	message,	the	app	close	or	just	open	other	window...	Outdated	and	phone	specific	discussions,	those	exist,	nothing	useful	for	Nougat.	And	blokada	won't	auto	start
if	I	turn	off	data/wifi	and	turn	it	ON	again.	There's	lazy.	Question:	How	do	I	know	that	my	device	supports	optimized	blocking?	Reactions:	kar	The	other	option	you	have	is	to	go	ROOT.	And	the	battery	consumption	is	little	bit	high	compared	to	the	similar	alternative	DNS66	On	optimized	or	standard	blocking?	Given	this	is	true	(hopefully)	there's	no
need	to	worry	about	privacy	issues.	Regardless,	ad	blocker	that	can't	run	when	a	genuine	VPN	is	running	isn't	very	useful	for	me.	My	first	question	/	suggestion	is...	Reactions:	MIKEMON	A	teeny-tiny	bug	in	the	update	message:	There	is	no	space	between	"Blokada"	und	the	version	number.	Reactions:	kar	Page	9	This	is	by	far	the	best	ad	blocker	that
doesn't	need	root.	Blokada	will	turn	off	whenever	there's	on	connectivity,	and	turn	back	on	when	the	connectivity	is	back.	I	didn't	notice	you	replied.	Additionally,	this	release	fixes	many	bugs	and	problems:	-	Fixed	dissapearing	blacklist	/	whitelist	entries	-	Improved	Auto	Start,	Keep	Alive	and	general	app	stability	-	Fixed	several	reported	bugs	and
crashes	-	Added	a	possibility	to	whitelist	hosts	directly	from	blocking	notifications	----	DOWNLOAD	BLOKADA	APK	Details	and	alternative	downloads	can	be	found	at:	Blokada.org	If	you	have	a	moment	please	like	/	follow	/	share	/	+1	the	social	media	of	your	choosing:	----	I	expect	many	of	the	existing	problems	to	be	gone	with	this	release.	I	tried	the
2.0.1	version	now.	Keep	alive	option	is	ON	Online	option	is	ON	Battery	optimization	is	disabled	for	blokada.	Technically	it	could	be	possible	by	https	filtering	(as	Adguard	calls	it,	it's	just	a	mitm),	but	it's	a	lot	of	work,	and	we	have	more	urgent	features	to	implement	first,	so	I	wouldn't	hold	my	breath...	WIFI	and	LTE	connection	wifi.	Feel	free	to	post
any	additional	comments	or	info	about	any	of	the	bugs,	this	will	help	to	solve	them	faster.	Thanks	for	you	detailed	feedback	@SylRiel,	it's	very	useful.	Last	edited:	Aug	31,	2017	Reactions:	kar	It's	complicated,	sometimes	the	translation	is	not	perfect	and	the	phrases	are	different	than	in	reality.	The	error	says	"This	app	does	not	exist	or	cannot	be
whitelisted."	Which	is	why	I	suggest	to	have	a	list	of	apps	with	toggle	for	whitelisting	or	blacklisting	like	DNS66.	Why	apps	then	isn't	able	to	resolve	content	is	very	strange.	How	long	time	does	it	take	to	reconnect	on	average?	I	have	a	couple	of	questions.	Reactions:	kar	Okay,	this	is	getting	a	bit	weird:	Saturday	was	a	no	go,	Blokada	did	not	turn	on	at
all,	Sunday	was	a	no	go,	I	decided	to	open	Blokada	around	2	PM	and	it	seems	that	it	hadn't	even	started,	I	also	noticed	that	the	online-only	was	toggled	off.	Restarting	as	in	crashing,	or	deactivating	and	activating	itself?	Sometimes	after	connectivity	type	is	changed	the	vpn	disables	itself.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	Page	11	Soooo	adaway	is	always	showing
"0	ads	blocked"	when	I	slide	the	notification	menu	down,	I	don't	know	if	this	is	a	good	thing	or	a	bad	thing.	A	VPN	connection	is	set	up	and	of	course	traffic	has	to	be	monitored.	When	it	works,	the	app	is	really	awesome.	Because	it	just	make	confusions.	Thanks	Maybe	interresting	for	you,	but	I	only	use	a	local	hosts	file	and	don't	see	any	data	usage
(wich	is	logical	offcourse)	Cheers	Sent	from	my	Google	Pixel	using	XDA	Labs	Lists	are	automatically	updated,	yes.	(i	know	we	can	just	turn	it	off,	update,	and	turn	back	on...)	reason	is	I	am	planning	to	install	it	on	my	wifes	phone,install	and	done	kinda	thing..	Would	be	awesome	if	we	could	include	them	in	2.0.	I've	introduced	a	new	"essential"	label	for
the	phrases	that	have	to	be	translated	for	me	to	be	able	to	include	the	translation	in	the	release.	I've	noticed	that	I	cannot	receive	images	that	are	sent	via	Pushbullet	when	Blokada	is	active.	Reactions:	kar	Can	i	use	vpn	master	alongside	blokada?	Blokada	tells	me	there	is	not	update	available...	I	moved	to	Adhell	just	because	it's	available	on	a
Samsung	phone.	Currently	I'm	focusing	on	optimising	battery	usage	as	it's	the	most	common	problem	users	are	experiencing.	My	brother	installed	Blokada	2.2.2	on	his	Galaxy	Tab	S	8.4	with	Android	6.0.1.	It's	working	fine,	but	when	he	tries	to	add	the	Play	Store	to	the	whitelist,	it	says	"This	app	doesn't	exist	or	cannot	be	added	to	the	whitelist".	I	have
to	close	and	restart	the	app	to	get	it	to	respond	to	me?	Reactions:	kar	I'm	still	not	able	to	use	Blokada	on	my	home	wifi	network.	Reactions:	kar	With	blokada	active	is	impossible	to	open	vice.com	Btw	I	love	blokada!	Fix	vice.com	and	I	will	donate	more	than	5	euros	Pro	tip	when	a	website	doesn't	work:	1.	It	says	"New!	Blokada2.2".	When	I	use	adguard
vpn	everything	is	working	but	when	I	use	blokada	I'm	getting	issues.	Quick	toggle	is	not	always	working	properly.	edit:	just	want	to	make	it	clear,	it	seems	likes	it's	working	on	other	apps	such	as	boost	for	reddit	thanks	Sent	from	my	ONEPLUS	A3003	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Sep	24,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Optimised	blocking	is	active	for	you	already.
thankyou	@blokada.	Not	when	I	close	the	wifi,	but	only	when	it	is	physically	lost	(and	mobile	data	is	on	in	my	case).	I	try	add	this	HTC	aplication	(in	Polish	"HTC	Komendy	głosowe"	-	com.htc.HTCSpeaker)	but	Blokada	say	"This	aplication	doesn't	exist	or	can't	be	whitelisted"	What	I	can	do?	However,	the	hosts	count	does	not	add	up	by	design	-
duplicated	hosts	from	different	lists	are	removed	before	applying	them.	2.0.1	coming	out	shortly.	So	either	Blokada	OR	a	VPN	app	but	not	both	at	the	same	time	Reactions:	kar	What	about	privacy	using	a	VPN	AdBlocker????	Much	appreciated.	Already	deleted	that	app,	but	just	FYI	@hardy81,	do	you	have	any	other	apps	that	start	on	boot	on	your
device	properly?	First	I	want	to	make	sure	issues	like	the	above	are	solved.	How	add	this	aplication	to	white	list	when	I	don't	know	what's	is	IP	adress	from	this	update	was	downloaded.	That's	with	the	default	settings	and	filters.	I	will	give	my	feedback	Enviado	do	meu	ONEPLUS	A3003	através	de	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Page	7	may	I	ask	if	this	is
open	sourced	yet?	But	everything	else	is	perfect:good:	Reactions:	kar	i've	tried	blokada	and	the	idea	is	great	but	many	times	the	app	doesn't	starts	after	the	break	of	switch	offline	and	online	mode	adguard	instead	works.i	think	this	app	required	again	more	job	to	work	properly!	Page	23	i've	tried	blokada	and	the	idea	is	great	but	many	times	the	app
doesn't	starts	after	the	break	of	switch	offline	and	online	mode	adguard	instead	works.i	think	this	app	required	again	more	job	to	work	properly!	Which	version	have	you	tested	and	what	mobile	are	you	using??	Also,	for	some	reason	I	missed	email	notifications	from	XDA	><	I'm	working	on	an	update	that	should	improve	battery	life	and	also	solve
issues	around	networking	(like	the	issues	people	had	with	some	routers	etc).	I	think	i	had	found	sometime	about	the	issue	.	It's	safe	Reactions:	kar	Page	5	This	app	is	awesome...I	don't	test	AppGuard	but	the	first	hour	of	using	your	app,	I'm	speechless.	Are	you	on	Android	4	or	5?	Been	using	DNS66,	but	open	to	trying	new	apps.	Well	I'm	not	sure	about
the	spanish	translation,	I	made	the	hungarian	one.	Phone	goes	into	power	saver	each	day:	App	does	not	restart	once	power	saver	goes	off	Monday	and	Tuesday	but	works	Wednesday.	I	need	to	restart	the	app	to	work.	Monday-Wednesday:	Started	phone,	leave	for	8	hours,	sporadic	usage.	Any	idea?	Again	why	I	can't	add	Amazon	and	my	file	browser	to
it??	Reactions:	kar	I	got	battery	drain	cause	by	some	system	app	can't	pass	through	my	full	black	list	with	custom	from	ABMoB,	right	now	I	set	to	default	and	work	fine	I	hope	someday	block	the	commercials	that	come	out	in	the	applications	Enviado	desde	mi	Lenovo	PB2-670Y	mediante	Tapatalk	can	you	add	archive	old	version?	Unable	to	access	the
provided.	Reactions:	kar	It	doesn't	block	Youtube	ads	and	also	Google's	sticky	ads.	The	issue	you're	mentioning	is	one	of	the	top	priority,	so	please	stay	tuned.	My	XDA	labs	isn't	showing	quotes.	For	older	devices,	the	old	mechanism	is	used	instead.	Add	a	firewall,	custom	hosts,	and	setting	restore/backup.	I	get	no	notice	at	all.	Sadly,	no	posts	since
February.	Also,	in	some	cases	consider	that	DNS	cache	may	come	into	play.	A	problem	I	have	identified	is	when	the	wifi	sign	is	lost.	It	usually	shows	the	proper	number.	Yes	but	that	will	add	all	apps	as	enable	or	disabled.	Those	have	to	be	hosts	lists	(like	windows	or	linux	hosts	file).	Tolerance	is	a	two-way	street.	Thursday:	A	miracle	happened,	starts
on	boot,	disables	going	into	subway,	restarted	once	I	get	out	of	the	subway.	So	it	simply	couldn't	apply	all	the	filters.	In	the	block	list	screen	is	a	gigantic	settings	icon	spinning	which	takes	up	the	lower	third	left	of	the	screen.	Pretty	simple	huh	?	According	to	my	findings	turning	ON	Blokada	will	not	block	ads	we	need	to	enable	host	count	also	then
only	it	will	start	blocking.	Thanks	for	putting	all	of	it	together.	No	offense	but	this	isn't	my	first	time	with	system	wide	ad	block	apps.	Can	I	do	something	about	it?	Reactions:	kar	I've	installed	this	on	my	OnePlus	3	running	Marshmallow	and	it	runs	very	well	for	the	most	part	("start	on	boot"	is	active).	Reactions:	kar	@ninjanmizuki	oh	then	try	2.0.1,	it's
out	already.	Thank	You	@kar	I	don't	see	this	option	but	first	was	hidden	by	default	and	second	in	polish	language	is	"Zezwolone"	and	black	list	is	filtry.	I	would	chalk	it	up	to	the	LTE	signal,	but	the	behaviour	is	completely	inconsistent	despite	my	daily	routine.	Not	only	this	app	is	affected	for	the	issue	of	icons,	also	many	others	i	tried,	Xiaomi	is	peculiar
in	this	way.	They	are	very	similar	at	this	stage	I	suppose.	Try	it	without	root.	Ok	it	seems	like	the	reactivate	loop	issue	is	not	that	widespread.	Deactivating	or	activating	using	the	in-app	toggle	does	not	work.	Reactions:	kar	Thanks	for	the	update!!!!	Now	I	can	use	the	Sonos	app	over	wifi	without	turning	off	Blokada.	Yes	ipv6	is	a	known	issue,	will	be
addressed.	I	had	to	kill	Blokada	first	to	make	it	recognize	it's	already	on	2.1.	Also,	a	friend	of	mine	has	a	feature	request:	His	Sony	Smartphone	is	going	crazy.	@blokada	Again	confused.	My	own	ASUS	phone	came	with	official	support	for	rooting	so	that's	a	different	story.	I	installed	blokada	today	since	I	really	want	to	get	rid	of	in	app	ads.	You	never
mentioned	that	enabling	host	count	is	mandatory.	And	it	will	mess	up	my	list	as	of	right	now.	Soon	as	I	disabled	that,	it	installed	without	issue.	My	phone	is	a	BLU	Life	One	X2.	Last	edited:	Oct	7,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Thank	You	@kar	I	don't	see	this	option	but	first	was	hidden	by	default	and	second	In	polish	language	is	"	@wetxxx	If	you	go	to	the
Whitelist	section,	and	try	to	add	an	app	(not	by	host	name,	but	by	app	name),	can	you	find	anything	related	to	speech	recognition?	(French	is	already	done!)	We	are	at	roughly	40%	German	translation	and	20%	Portuguese.	Whatsapp,	Messenger,	I	don't	really	know	if	they	start	automatically	the	actual	app,	or	only	have	some	service	running?	Not	sure
if	there	is	any	conflict	with	those	2	apps	You	can	only	use	one	VPN	at	a	time.	And	the	battery	consumption	is	little	bit	high	compared	to	the	similar	alternative	DNS66	Reactions:	kar	Reactions:	kar	The	loading	message	gets	stuck	if	I	reenter	the	app	once	active	@Kar	after	few	hours	of	using,	blokada	stopped	ad	blocking	.	When	using	wifi	everything	is
great,	however	on	lte	with	blokada	active	the	lte	connection	and	blokada	keep	turning	on	and	off.	Sent	from	my	SM-G950F	using	XDA	Labs	That's	what	I've	been	doing.	Classic	is	a	backwards-compatible	build	that	users	with	Blokada	1.x	can	update	to.	Your	first	report	is	indeed	a	bug	and	will	be	fixed.	Am	i	missing	something	here?	Reactions:	kar
Can't	get	this	to	work	on	Pixel	XL	7.1.2	Reactions:	kar	Page	10	1.2.3	still	fails	to	stay	running	for	me.	Reactions:	kar	How	can	i	add	new	language	to	translation	page?	This	is	useful	especially	for	blocking	local/regional	ads.	Open	the	app,	go	to	optimize	block	(I	don't	really	know	if	in	English	has	this	exactly	name,	it's	the	bar	selector	icon).	Blokada	will
go	open	source	quite	soon,	I'm	done	with	most	of	refactoring,	and	now	working	on	making	the	app	100%	translatable,	so	that	Blokada	goes	truly	community-first.	Sometime	it	will	show	another	text	like	"blokada	is	paused"	why	two	kinds	of	text	for	same	function.	In	case	it's	really	annoying	please	switch	to	standard	blocking	for	now.	Normally	it's	not
needed!	And	another	think	is	when	I	turn	OFF	Blokada	a	text	shows	on	the	top	saying	"	blokada	is	inactive	"	.	Reactions:	kar	Is	there	any	hosts	file	capable	of	blocking	YouTube-Ads?	Thanks	for	the	reply	Last	edited:	Jun	17,	2017	Reactions:	kar	@ZehRRuela	thanks	for	asking,	just	added	Brazilian	Portuguese!	@MIKEMON	thanks	a	lot	for	your	help!	All
translations	will	be	added	to	v2.0,	which	is	the	next	major	release.	They	are	very	similar	at	this	stage	I	suppose.	Will	be	great	if	you	test	ipv6	on	both	your	home	and	work	wifi	.	Same	for	"active"	or	"loading"	texts	(it	can	say	"working",	"processing",	etc).	Flaming	or	posting	with	a	lack	of	respect	is	unacceptable.	I	realize	that	Blokada	runs	as	a	VPN.
Can	you	double	check	you	are	on	2.0.1?	@jerryn70	1.	Battery	saving	mode	turned	off	Optimising	blokada	turned	off	But	still	it	stops	working	after	a	deep	sleep	So,	once	your	device	goes	to	deep	sleep,	and	then	wakes	up,	Blokada	is	off	(no	key)	-	correct?	Meaning	will	it	have	static	filtering	and	ability	to	add	filters	ourselves	instead	of	host	files?	Like
"blokada	-	lite"	and	"blokada	-	ultimate"	.	Refetch	happens	only	once	per	week	or	so.	Download	Blokada	-	existing	users	Important:	even	if	you're	updating	existing	version,	you'll	loose	your	custom	filters.	I'm	not	sure	if	Block	This	is	still	maintained	though.	Reactions:	kar	I	installed	this	app	and	when	running,	I	get	a	message	from	my	OS	saying	that
my	traffic	etc...	optimized	or	legacy	blocking?	Reactions:	kar	Have	been	using	for	a	while	and	it's	a	great	app.	The	only	missing	feature	is	there	is	no	option	to	whitelist	apps.	I	need	to	click	the	ON	button	3	to	4	times	to	make	it	start	Log	required	hi	dear!	First	of	all	thanks	for	this	app!	it	works,	it's	blocking	several	ads.	My	suggestion	:	may	the	host	file
count	enabled	by	default.	It	may	be	ipv4	/	ipv6	issue	according	to	my	research	.	I've	tried	Host	and	Link	tab.	P.S.	One	question	-	How	to	add	viglink	in	white	list?	My	netgear	router	is	n150	.	Standard	blocking	let	mit	update	my	Apps.	P.S.	:	let	me	add	that	at	least	on	chrome,	I	have	no	ads	and	also	every	now	and	then	Blokada	will	show	about	one	or
two	ads	blocked	Reactions:	kar	I	do	not	know,	it	should	work.	I	like	the	design	and	the	functionality,	so	let	me	say	thank	you.	Slim	contains	only	optimized	blocking.	Sent	from	my	XT1635-01	using	Tapatalk	>	Which	link	doesn't	work	for	you?	Does	it	fix	itself	if	you	deactivate	and	activate	blokada	again?	So	please	I	beg	you	to	add	on	new	features/fixes
without	losing	the	efficiency	of	the	current	v.	Just	a	quick	status	update,	2.0	is	going	along	nicely.	The	old	version	seems	to	be	working.	I'm	not	sure	if	the	app	was	designed	this	way	on	purpose	or	if	it's	a	bug.	And	the	battery	issue	is	because	of	this	fetching	method,	DNS66	download	host	files	to	the	device	memory	and	uses	that.	?	Will	this	be
implemented?	Wysłane	z	mojego	LG-H850	przy	użyciu	Tapatalka	Hi,	Can	i	hide	vpn	notification	of	blockada?	Maybe	change	this	description	to	English,	famous,	know	description	black	and	white	list?	Sent	from	my	Samsung	Galaxy	S8+	using	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Good	to	see.	Not	the	ideal	place	to	contact,	but	worth	a	shot.	Reactions:	kar	Its	more
efficient	on	Adaway.But	for	each	change	you	make	,	you	must	reboot.You	cannot	"sandbox"	whitelist	individual	apps	in	Adaway.In	Blokada	you	can	completely	allow	all	links	for	one	app	and	block	the	same	for	another.Its	just	for	the	"Ease	of	Use"	while	retaining	Warranty().	So	for	example,	if	you	recently	activated	the	app,	you	may	be	getting	some	ads
until	cache	flushes,	so	give	it	some	time.	Cant	open	google	inbox	email	images	when	blokada	is	active.	The	next	release	will	get	a	fix	for	this.	As	they	are	both	acting	as	VPN's.	"This	link	cannot	be	downloaded	or	does	not	seem	to	contain	hosts.	Thanks	Reactions:	Sgace,	humanzqzr,	jolas	and	1	other	person	Yeah	guys	you	may	need	to	add	some	apps	to
the	whitelist	manually,	I	don't	have	a	good	defaults	list	yet.	She	is	using	Sony	Xperia	C5	ultra	dual	and	I	have	installed	this.	Reactions:	mazubo	and	kar	Reactions:	kar	The	optimized	method	does	not	work	for	my	device	though	the	app	says	it	is	supported.	I'll	take	a	look	to	help	in	the	Brazilian	Portuguese	translation.	thread	cleaned	now	and	please
note	that	I	too	use	this	app	and	as	many	other	users,	I	would	like	to	see	useful	information	from	here	Thanks	for	understanding	Dan	-	forum	moderator	Reactions:	R560,	kar,	NZedPred	and	3	others	I	can't	download	Speech	recognition	to	HTC	Speach	on	HTC	10.	One	of	issues	I	mentioned	is	related	to	the	app	not	running	after	a	reboot.	You	provided	a
lot	of	good	input	so	thanks	for	that.	Last	edited:	Jul	27,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Is	there	an	updated	download	link?	Having	the	start	up	on	boot	function	enabled	doesn't	seem	to	be	working	in	the	strictest	sense.	5,	Battery	consumption	is	still	not	fixed	#	Problem	with	MX	Player	How	to	reproduce	:	Turn	ON	Blokada	Turn	OFF	wifi/mobile	data	Turn	ON
mobile	data/wifi	Open	MX	player	-	showing	ads	Minimize	Mx	player	Clear	it	from	recent	tab	Open	MX	player	-	Ads	blocked	Device	:	Moto	X	Play	OS	:	marshmallow	6.0.1	Not	rooted	Blokada	version	:	2.1	Settings	:	optimized	blocking	Reactions:	kar	and	ninjanmizuki	Version	2.1	test	report	1,	Won't	auto	reconnect	sometime	,	when	switching	between
wifi	and	mobile	data	2,	Stop	ad	blocking	silently	.	Battery	settings	have	been	stock	out	of	the	box,	I	have	battery	saving	set	to	start	when	the	phone	dips	below	15%	battery	,	don't	really	have	control	over	what	the	mode	does,	stuff	like	reduced	CPU	usage,	background	data	usage	disabled...).	For	now	the	focus	is	stability	of	existing	functionality,	and
also	an	open	source	release.	So	if	any	could	advise	me	that	would	be	great.	I	need	to	edit	the	existing	ones?	Reactions:	kar	So	I	need	more	input...	4.	There's	something	in	the	router	making	it	impossible	for	apps	to	get	data	when	Blokada	is	enabled.	I	got	Blockada	paused	when	network	changed	on	2.0.1,	but	not	always	just	a	few	times	Last	edited:	Jul
29,	2017	I	do	not	know	why,	but	my	ads	started	running	again.	It's	a	"PITA"	without	any	doubts.	What	makes	this	really	interesting	is	that	Blokada	obviously	is	able	to	connect	and	get	data	since	I	am	getting	specific	blocking	notification	from	Blokada	with	URLs	in	them.	Now,	I	am	on	a	different	rom	(resurrection	remix)	and	that	rom	is	updated	with
the	latest	security	patch.	Reactions:	buzzboy,	cdysthe	and	jaibar	Does	this	block	true	caller	from	working.	In	the	whitelist	menu	you	have	the	"quick	actions"	option.	left	it	idle	for	an	hour	or	2	and	came	back	to	find	the	key/lock	icon	gone	and	opening	the	app	gave	the	"device	is	disconnected:	message.	Mobile	phones	are	not	racial,	political,	religious	or
personally	offensive	and	therefore,	none	of	these	types	of	discussions	are	permitted	on	XDA.	Is	the	application	not	active	on	the	screenshot?	I've	used	just	about	every	blocker	like	this,	starting	back	on	"Disconnect	Me"	&	then	Adgaurd,	and	several	others.	Looking	forward	to	the	new	version...	Reactions:	kar	[APP][4.0.3+]	Blokada	ad	blocker	[open
source][without	root][2.2.2]	oh,	thanks,	I	love	it	i	don't	think	it	This	is	not	working,	at	least	in	Spanish...	Still	connected	via	vpn.	6.	Maybe	that's	my	problem.	Reactions:	kar	Hi,	Found	this	in	F-droid	today	and	thought	it	might	be	useful	to	have	a	look	at.	@howlingmoon12	Blokada	is	by	design	going	to	temporarily	disable	itself	when	you	have	no
connectivity	(even	if	you're	switching	between	networks	it	can	do	a	quick	off/on).	If	so,	there	must	be	an	option	to	enable	"start	on	boot	up"	(like	permissions	for	call	log,etc.)	for	apps.	And	about	the	update	bug.	It	blocks	my	complete	traffic.	Reactions:	kar	Used	blokada	on	an	uprooted	sony	xperia	l	with	android	4.2.2.	Problem	is	the	phone	is
continually	rebooting	randomly.	Cheers	Sent	from	my	Google	Pixel	using	XDA	Labs	Reactions:	kar	Page	15	Hello.	thanks	for	any	consideration	on	the	matter	Great	idea!	The	next	release	is	almost	closed,	but	I'll	make	sure	this	gets	in	the	one	after	that.	4.	As	soon	as	I	disable	Wi-Fi	Blokada	works	as	it	should.	However,	I	browse	a	lot	of	Chinese	pages,
some	ads	are	not	filtered.	Just	a	little	pause	when	switching	to	another	wifi.	Leave	unknown	sources	on,	close	Blokada,	open	Blokada	again	and	try	updating	again	in	the	update	section	of	Blokada.	No	need	for	notepad	?	tried	to	look	thru	the	thread	but	didn't	find	what	I	want!	and	how	do	I	enable	optimized	blocking?	All	3	seem	to	be	around	the	same.
What's	your	device?	Turn	on	notifications	2.	Reactions:	kar	Thanks	for	updates,	will	test	it:good:	Reactions:	kar	version	2.0.2	are	constantly	restarting	!!!	I	tried	version	for	android	4	and	5+,	same	thing	!!	Last	edited:	Jul	31,	2017	Sorry	my	friend	new	version	does	not	work.	Reactions:	kar	Thanks	for	a	great	ad	blocker,	blokada.	@03trdblack,
@treezy26	This	is	a	known	issue	with	1.2.2	and,	to	a	lesser	extent,	with	1.2.3.	A	new	version	with	this	bug	fixed	will	come	out	within	a	week,	but	if	you	can't	wait,	I	recommend	downgrading	to	1.2.1.	You	will	have	to	uninstall	current	version.	It	blocks	nicely.	Download	link	in	the	first	post.	Doesn't	go	through	a	custom	dns	like	adguard	or	blockthis?	So
there's	no	way	to	add	a	completely	new	hosts	file!?	I	never	tested	with	such	big	files,	I'm	sure	there're	things	I	need	to	optimize.	She	is	using	Sony	Xperia	C5	ultra	dual	and	I	have	installed	this.	Origin	is	the	new	2.x	line	that	is	going	to	see	future	development.	Last	edited:	Aug	2,	2017	The	video	doesn't	load	for	me,	but	I'm	aware	of	the	problem.
Reactions:	kar	@blokada	Can	you	add	privacy	policy	of	this	app.	Any	plan	for	custom	block?	I	will	try	when	on	my	work	Wi-Fi	network	later	and	see	if	Blokada	works	there.	Reactions:	amin318,	Sgace	and	MIKEMON	So	far	without	problems,	everything	seems	to	be	fine.Verze	2.0.2	Android	7.0	N	Reactions:	kar	I	guess	I've	found	a	bug	(2.0.2	version).
No	pages	apps	loads.	It	then	stops	working	from	time	to	time.	I	want	to	get	it	right	so	it's	taking	time.	There	is	no	noticeable	battery	drain	either.	A	few	seconds	"lag"	is	allowed	(for	now).	He'd	love	to	have	some	kind	of	log	where	he	can	see	what	exactly	has	been	blocked.	Why	is	it	so	?	Does	justice	to	battery	and	works	very	well.	should	have	spent
some	time	reading	before	asking	dumb	q	Reactions:	kar	thnx	for	the	fast	reply.	P.S.-Read	through	the	blog(The	Block).Nice	stab	on	Adgaurd(Root	CA	certificate).	I	plan	to	make	the	notifications	much	more	useful	(less	annoying	)	in	one	of	the	next	releases,	but	it's	not	the	top	priority.	blokada	version	2.0.2	not	crashing	but	deactivating	and	activating
itself	all	time	LENOVO	A7000	(K3	NOTE);	android	5.0;	blokada	version	2.0.1	for	android	4.0	works	perfectly,	version	for	android	5+	deactivate	itself	and	didnt	restart	As	far	as	I	know,	everything	is	running	great	on	the	galaxy	s8	..time	for	an	espresso	Page	16	@kar	currently	testing	2.2	version.	I'm	working	on	addressing	it,	so	you	guys	affected	by	it
please	wait	for	2.0.3.	@jerryn70	great	points.	And	yes,	I	have	install	from	unknown	sources	enabled.	Reactions:	MIKEMON	@beemgee,	I	have	an	update	that	should	fix	your	update.	Sent	from	my	Google	Pixel	using	XDA	Labs	Reactions:	kar	Page	26	O.K	No,	keeping	alive	is	that	the	system	does	not	shut	down	the	application.	Nice	ad	counter.	Speaking
of	other	VPN	services:	I	noticed	that	I	cannot	connect	to	my	OpenVPN-Server	when	Blokada	is	running.	New	to	adblocking	this	way	thing.	Last	edited:	Apr	10,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Is	there	any	development	still	on	this?	I	expect	to	release	it	within	the	next	week.	I	am	on	2.0-origin-slim.	I've	been	using	Block	This	for	several	months,	but	I'll	give	Blokada
a	try.	Just	thought	I'd	mention	it	either	way.	I	see	"Connecting	to	VPN	using	Blokada",	it	seems	that	Xiaomi	devices,	at	least	the	last	ones,	prevent	the	normal	function	of	icons	in	status	bar.	Reactions:	kar	So	it	would	be	fine	to	use	both	blokada	and	another	vpn	app?	I	could	add	easylist	import,	but	then	the	app	would	need	to	cut	out	a	lot	of	entries,	and
adapt	others,	and	could	easily	result	in	too	many	false	positives	/	false	negatives,	which	would	result	in	a	lot	of	confusion.	It	also	does	not	seems	to	consume	much	battery.	This	stays	true	for	any	occasion	where	Bloakada	stops/doesn't	start	on	boot	up.	When	it	doesn't	work,	can	you	check	the	hosts	counter,	is	it	0?	Sent	from	my	SM-G950F	using	XDA
Labs	How	up	to	date	is	this?	That's	just	a	suggestion.	Reactions:	kar	Page	3	I	tried	to	disable	IPv6	on	my	Netgear	Nighthawk	R7000	but	Blokada	still	doesn't	work.	Other	than	that,	depending	which	version	you	are	using,	there	is	also	a	health	report	logic	that	sends	development	data	like	crash	exceptions	so	that	I	can	debug	problems.	At	that	point	the
install	button	does	not	seem	to	do	anything	at	all.	Enviado	desde	mi	LG-H870DS	mediante	Tapatalk	Thanks,	that	could	already	be	interesting,	although	so	far	I	have	no	apps	not	working	due	to	AdAway.	Tapping	the	logo	will	start	it	up	just	fine.	I've	already	whitelisted	the	domain	where	the	images	are	hosted,	dl2.pushbulletusercontent.com,	but	it
doesn't	seem	to	help.	Could	be	being	monitored.	I	do	know	the	difference.	That	being	said	it's	a	new	feature	in	Blokada	so	keep	the	feedback	coming	In	the	future	there	will	be	a	build	in	connectivity	/	blocking	test,	so	Blokada	will	tell	you	when	it's	not	working.	Reactions:	kar	Damn,	hours	of	googling	and	there	really	isn't	an	answer	for	this	anywhere.
Other	words,	what	if	I	click	adaway	to	on.	Any	solutions,	especially	as	there	is	no	option	to	whitelist	an	app?	Last	edited:	Jul	19,	2017	Reactions:	kar	Start	on	boot	is	improved	for	2.0!	Also,	I'm	about	to	make	a	release	in	the	next	few	days,	got	one	last	bug	to	figure	out.	thank	you.	Feel	free	to	give	your	input	here:	@jaibar	Quick	Settings	toggle	is
coming	in	the	next	version.	-	optimised	blocking	-	the	recommended	choice:	less	battery	drain,	android	5	only	-	standard	blocking	-	works	on	Android	4	too,	but	heavier	on	battery	Initially	had	2.0	running	with	the	Keep	Alive	toggled	off.	My	commute	from	when	I	get	up	to	the	subway	line	is	about	an	hour	and	I	usually	have	music	on	to	catch	some
Zzzzs	on	the	way	to	work.	Reactions:	kar	While	waiting	on	2.0.3,	I	have	some	more	results:	Startup:	This	seems	to	be	a	hit	or	miss	with	data,	I've	had	2	instances	in	the	last	week	where	Bloakada	actually	started	up	without	intervention	on	boot.	I	see	the	the	Netgear	Genie	app	is	referenced,	I'm	also	on	a	Netgear	Nighthawk	router	when	Blokada
doesn't	work.	It	may	take	a	few	seconds	before	the	connection	is	established	again,	at	which	point	Blokada	should	reactivate	(and	you	shouldn't	need	to	go	to	the	app	for	this	to	happen,	just	observe	if	the	VPN	key	pops	up	in	the	status	bar	after	some	seconds).	it's	possible	to	add	a	widget	that	quickly	activate	the	block	without	opening	the	app?
Question,	how	long	do	you	wait	after	boot	to	conclude	that	Blokada	didn't	start?	Thanks.	I	like	features	of	all	3....really	undecided.	Last	edited:	Dec	14,	2016	Reactions:	kar	Looks	very	nice!	It	looks	like	sometimes	it	just	stop	working-	maybe	needs	disabling	battery	optimization	in	doze	settings?	"Live	long	and	prosper"	Last	edited:	Oct	7,	2017
Reactions:	kar	Blokada	does	not	start	at	boot	on	a	Nokia	6,	even	if	selected	in	the	app	settings	to	do	so.	What	happens	with	your	lte	connection	exactly?	Go	to	the	website	3.	There's	no	one	specific	device,	software,	hardware	in	my	experience	seems	to	be	random	and	dependant	on	a	lot	more	factors.	Reactions:	kar	Yeah	it's	a	known	issue,	Amazon
store	will	get	updated	very	soon	with	2.1	so	you	won't	have	this	problem	anymore.	1.2.2).	DNS66	works	on	both	networks.	Another	issue,	this	is	not	important,	in	my	device	(Xiaomi	Redmi	Note	4)	never	appears	the	key	in	the	status	bar,	anyway	it	doesn't	matter	because	Blokada	is	working.	I	can	translate	to	Persian	if	you	want	Sent	from	my	HUAWEI
Mate	8	using	Tapatalk	Reactions:	kar	Just	noticed	that	the	new	Allo	webclient	will	not	work	if	Blokada	is	enabled.	Also	many	embedded	ads	come	through.	Or,	it	is	possible	to	add	an	option	to	hide	icon	on	secure	lockscreens?	Keep	the	feedback	coming,	we'll	get	it	right	eventually	Still	running	the	HTC	10	with	2.0.4-origin-slim	with	optimized	blocking
(IIRC	slim	is	optimized	only?).	I	test	this	in	a	browser	on	my	phone	with	Blokada	disabled?	Yes	it	does,	but	Android's	sideloading	likes	to	create	problems	on	various	devices.	It	would	be	useful...	I	didn't	realize	more	than	one	VPN	couldn't	be	used	at	the	same	time.	first	I	get	ads	in	tapatalk,	looks	like	it's	blocking	something	since	I	get	that	notification.
Even	disabling	this	did	not	help	since	then.	On	Galaxy	s8.	I	think	it	may	come	in	handy	later	still.	Maybe	there	should	be	a	way	to	configure	the	frequency.	Hosts	counter	does	not	revert	to	zero.	Its	more	efficient	on	Adaway.But	for	each	change	you	make	,	you	must	reboot.You	cannot	"sandbox"	whitelist	individual	apps	in	Adaway.In	Blokada	you	can
completely	allow	all	links	for	one	app	and	block	the	same	for	another.Its	just	for	the	"Ease	of	Use"	while	retaining	Warranty(?).	As	long	a	10	minutes	after	boot	for	some	devices	to	send	the	Boot	Event....	Turned	out	to	be	the	battery	optimisation	killing	it.	Blokada	has	a	nice	"blocked	ads	count"	in	the	notifications	Adguard	is	nice	too...but	not	open
source.	If	you	could	run	it	for	some	days	with	the	built	in	filters,	that	would	be	great	-	we	could	verify	the	problems	are	indeed	related	to	the	custom	hosts	feature.	What	kind	of	battery	saving	settings	you	have?	I	would	be	happy	if	you	guys	could	give	it	a	spin	and	report	back!	Reactions:	mazubo,	stiven68,	calvin35	and	4	others	I'm	have	been	using
dns66	but	I	will	try	this	adblocker	for	a	few	days.	Reactions:	howlingmoon12,	MIKEMON	and	kar	Yep	,	everything	and	"online	only"	works	just	fine	v2.0.4[emoji4]	Sent	from	my	HUAWEI	Mate	8	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Aug	4,	2017	Page	18	Hi,	I	installed	2.04	version	a	couple	of	hours	before,	to	my	Samsung	A3	(2017)	(android	6.01)	and	my	wife's
Xperia	XA	(android	7.0).	Different	devices	have	really	different	memory	management	modes.	And	i	when	I	disable	blokada	everything	is	OK.	Last	edited:	Dec	12,	2016	Reactions:	kar	It	seems	the	app	had	issues	coming	back	out	of	airplane	mode.	Getting	to	the	start	on	boot,	I	left	the	phone	for	an	hour	during	my	commute	this	morning,	at	no	point	did
Bloakada	start	up,	whether	it	was	opening	Chrome	to	browse	the	news	or	any	other	data	consuming	app.	Reactions:	kar	Page	2	I	can't	send	or	receive	mms	messages	with	it	enabled.	He	installed	Blokada	a	week	ago	and	the	counter	already	shows	92.000	blocked	requests.	Reactions:	kar	using	2.0	on	stock	kitkat	with	Verizon.	Reactions:	kar	Version
2.1	test	report	1,	Won't	auto	reconnect	sometime	,	when	switching	between	wifi	and	mobile	data	2,	Stop	ad	blocking	silently	.	Less	features,	but	not	lacking	in	anyway.	The	connectivity	issues	will	be	worked	on,	stay	tuned	.	4,	No,	waiting	will	not	help.	It	is	possible	to	totally	hide	the	notification	icon	from	both	status	bar	and	lockscreen,	(I	tried	it
through	Notifications	menu	in	System	Settings,	with	no	success)?	If	only	it	didn't	have	to	be	manually	started	after	each	boot.	Someone	mentioned	the	Adaway	hosts,	but	it	doesn't	help.	@MIKEMON	@blokada	Best	Adblock	App	I've	ever	used.	Reactions:	kar	Yes	you	should	be	able	to	create	ftp	server.	I'll	fix	it	soon	after	2.0.	In	the	meantime	you	can
switch	from	"optimized	blocking"	to	"standard	blocking".	org/translate	(sorry	about	the	space,	cant	post	links	yet)	Reactions:	kar	Well	I'm	not	sure	about	the	spanish	translation,	I	made	the	hungarian	one.	Thanks	Reactions:	kar	Lists	are	automatically	updated,	yes.	Device	is	Droid	Mini.	1.	Nevertheless,	I	am	working	on	open	sourcing	Blokada	(finally!),
so	in	a	matter	of	weeks	you	will	be	able	to	get	the	open	source	version	and	not	worry	about	privacy	anymore	Weird,	after	updating	the	ROM,	now	the	Optimized	Method	works.	Can't	get	into	options	with	side	swype.	----------	Post	added	at	06:46	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	06:17	PM	----------	Turn	start	on	boot	and	optimize	blocking	It	should	be	okay
Reactions:	kar	I'm	getting	the	same	behavior	on	my	S8+	after	updating	from	1.2.1	to	1.2.3.	I	think	toggling	airplane	mode	or	switching	from	wifi	to	4G	can	cause	the	app	to	be	stuck	in	the	"paused"	state	and	not	automatically	start	back	up.	Apps	work	without	problem	but	ads	are	not	block.	Yeah	this	feature	is	requested	often,	I'll	try	to	implement	it
soon.	It's	the	most	serious	from	the	ones	reported	so	far,	so	it'll	get	priority,	but	it	may	also	require	a	lot	of	rewrite	to	fix.	For	how	long	do	you	see	this	message?	How	long	do	you	wait	until	you	open	Blokada	manually?	I	would	be	more	than	happy	to	see	the	log	and	uninstall	the	apps	which	contribute	max	to	the	ads.	Last	edited:	Mar	3,	2017	Reactions:
kar	just	now	installed	v1.1.1	and	is	working	without	any	issues	on	MM	6.0	and	after	reboot	no	autostart	issue	also	solved.	Conversely,	while	reading	posts	from	other	members,	remember	that	the	word	you	find	offensive	may	not	be	offensive	to	the	writer.	Reactions:	kar	Is	this	app	block	youtube	ads	and	other	pop-up	and	vibrating	ads	?	Reactions:	kar
@kar	the	current	whitelisting	method	of	apps	is	not	easy	it's	too	hard	to	add	every	app	we	need	to	whitelist.	Sent	from	my	ONEPLUS	A3003	using	Tapatalk	you	add	Google	play	store	app	in	white	list..	Stays	on	for	rest	of	day	through	spotty	coverage	areas	and	enables	and	disables	fine.
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